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There
terday as Patterson- was walking
the Pemberton train and they ren
He
from his home to the office.
dered valuable aid.
said that he did not know who
Women tore their linen under
struck him until after It was all JAPANESE ATTACK
skirts Into bandages for the use of
over.
most severely injured.
several
In a card published in the Den
The injured were taken to hos
ver Post today Bonfils states that
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Kan Francisco, Cal., Dec. 87.
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hothe Japanese at South End, in upon
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ter newspaper fight which bad de the Indian
and
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I
a
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it
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the "Human Hair Workers' union"
and threaten a strike. It is said a de - II United State warship would be im- - speed and struck the express under
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Tlt.ll-- KXt't'lLSION.
There will be a meeting, as
wnnouiiced several days ago ap-InTh Cltisen. of committees
pointed bv the Commercial club
Dealers associa- the V'hol.-al-e
tion anil the Retail Dealers asso- elation this evening In rooms
for the
over th Zeleer-Cafea trade
purpOHe of discussing
ovor the Helen cut- the
on" to Texlco and on into
Perns vallew. It la very impor- should
meeting
a
taut that such
be well attended as the matter
In of universal
interest to the
hninea men of Albuquerque.
Any one denlrlng to attend In
addition to the committee mem- -Ijers will be welcome. The opento traf- lag of the Helen cut-oa large traue
tic has placed
tield at ths door of Albuquer- iue. and it Is propoHed to take
to bring the trade to this
sieis
cltv. where it logically belongn.
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Directors of Tononah Comitany Did
Not I Mx lure the Usual 25 Cent
Mines liocated In Aevada,
dl
27. The
Philadelphia, Dec.
rectors of the Tonopah Mining com
pany, whose property is located at
Tonopah, Nevada, declared no dvl
dends today.
The dividends have been at the
rate of 25 cents per share, quarter
s ly. The stock which sold as htgn
as $31 a share Is now quoted at
14
announced
The directors
that they deemed It wise to defer
4 all dividends until the lndebtedn
e of S578.U00 Is cleared off. The net
earnings for the quarter ending No
vember 80 were 1301,620.
tfwrfeOYIouo
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KEWAKD OF $50,000
BELIEVES PROMPT ACTION
OFFERED FOK RECOVERY
SHOULD BE TAKEN
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.
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Heroic Act of Two Vermont Wo
men Who Were Skating on
todies lleoovered.
Pond
Rutland, Vt., Dec. 27. Ida Put
man, 20 years old and Ida Franklin
i years 01a, were drowned py tne
breaking of Ice on a pond at Castle
ton near this city while skating yes
terday.
They were members of
skating party and were skating near
I
the bank when several small chll
dren far out on the pond broke
began
through the thin Ice and
I calling
frantically for help.
The girls, with several com pan
lions, went to the rescue of the help
less children.
Both could swim bu
they were held down by heavy
They
clothing and steel
skates.
bu
saved ih life othe children
and
sank from exhaustion
their
companion fled to shore leavin
I their
bodies in the ponds. Th
bodies were later recovered.

LANDLORDS

New York. Dee. 27. The pollc
of the great city are now engaged
hi a difficult search for one of the
moat famous paintings of the old
masters which it Is believed is hid
den here. A reward approximating
150.000 has been offered for the re
turn of the picture and. the arrest of
the thief.
The theft of this magnificent pic
ture "The Elevation of the Cross'.; Is
one of a series of such robberies
among the oountrles
of Europe
within the last six months, it is be
organised
of
an
hand
lieved that
robbers of valuable paintings, with
heeilauarters In this city, is at worn
By this mysterious spiriting from
Ht. Martin s
Bti
Countnu.
glum, of Van Dyek's religious- palatini- another ehntir has been added
to the Incomprehensible
series ot
art robberies which from time to
time have stirred the interest of the
entire world and centers anew attention on the most peculiar form
of criminal mania. For almost three
centuries this masterpiece has reposed in the sanctuary. It is of such
heroic slue that U could scarcely be
uary 8.
of to even 'the most daring
"I believe that every candidate disposed
"fences." Its value, estimated by
for delegate to the Chicago conven1 of
at "about 1200,000," is such
tion should be required to declare experts
to make its description the comhis preference for the presidential as
' knowledge
mon
of connoisseurs
nomination and that he should be
y
It cannot fit aproprlate-lheld to it. Beware of the men who generally.
any .private collection. It canare talking for an unlnstructed not infind
seccut up into
delegation. Someof them as a com tions. Toa sale If
observer
unbiassed
promise, are going to the extreme Its unlawfulthe
.
bring
possession
of saying Oklahoma
should send no profit to Its custodiancancommena delegation lo Roosevelt. This Is surate with the
risk of obtaining
flimsy subterfuge.
They know
holding Jt.
positively that President Koaeveit Is andWhy
was
It
taken?1
not and under no circumstances will
Famous treasures of art have disbe a candidate for the nomination appeared'
xafore, with little possi
In going as alleged Hoosevelt dele bility of. gain
the person respongates to Chicago toey could say that sible, but neverto has
been such
Inasmuch as President Koosevelts a bold and seeminglythere
predetermined
name did not come berore the con- fruitless removal as that
ot the anvention they were relessed to sup- cient Van Pyck from the
port whom they pleased.- A Roose. temple. The European policeBelgian
velt delegation and an unlnstructed to the view that the "Elevation hold
of
delegation have the same purpose
Cross" Is an American consignand meaning hostility to President the
pre
basing
on
ment,
opinion
a
Roosevelt and to the nomination of cedent which their
has shown the cus
William H. Taft."
tom of the art thieves of the old
world to seek a market for their
loot In' the newer hemisphere.
But the .paintings which have
OLD COUPLE STRANGLED ooms aoross the western ocean from
abroad, disguised with an unattract
color, which
ive water
disarms
curiosity and la speedily washed off,
pro
enabling
a
has
been
of
slse
the
TO DEATH BY AN
moters of the schemes to dispose of
thorn after a reasonable time has
elapsed and the memory of the robberies has been lost In newer sen
sations. That the Van Dyck can be
sold In this way seems Improbable.

Guthrie, Okla.. Dec. 7. '1 am In
favo of holding tna state republl
can convention for the election of
delegates to the republican national
convention as early as February 13,
and I am in favor of instruoting the
delegation for William H. Tart,"
said Charles H. Hunter, chairman
of the republican committee today
Uklahoma
of
The republicans
should make an early decision in Its
choice for the presidential nominee.
The state committee, at its meeting
here January If. will fix the time
and place, for holding the state con
vention, and I i tifipe 'l.e , county
tfcan
meetings wtll beheV! noi
two or three weeks, rum that time.
"My personal preference
Is for
the election of delegates at direct
primaries, their election to be rati-fled at a. subsequent state conven
tion. It state primaries should not
be held. I should prefer that dele
gates to county conventions be in
structed.
These questions, however,
will be left to the committee with
out Interference at. 'lis meeting Jan
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BUT NO ONE HURT

Quarters In A Posse Followed the Robbers So
Great. Gloomy Buildings Has
Closely That Escape Was ImpMore Than Doubled In the
ossible-Made
Their Last
Last Three Years, lis
Stand in Timber and
the Charge Made.
Were Captured.'

New York, Deo. 17. The strike
against the landlords of the ten
ment houses in this city has as
sumed alarming proportions and It
Is estimated that thirty
thousand
people have taken up th cdy of lower rents and "better living rooms.
asked for permission by the teneThe ponce department today was
ment people to be allowed to hold
big parade. They say they
will
have thirty thousand people In Una
if they are allowed to hold such
parade.
Parade or Mass Mooting In Protest.
Jt permission is refused them
they say they will hold a mass
meeting and adopt resolutions protesting against conditions
in the
tenement districts.
The tenement
people say their rents have been
doubled in the three years and that
It is impossible for them to live.
The owners of tenements have
begun evicting tenants who have refused to pay their rents) and say
they will positively not make a reduction lu the amount of rents now
.
charged.
Tenements Arc Owned by Wealthy
, People.
Nearly all of tna tenement buildings are .owned by wealthy people
In this city. They employ agent to
levy and collect their
rents and
many owners of tenements
have
never ; been Inside ,, the , buildings
which they own
Not only do the tenants of the big
111 lighted
and, ill smelling buildings
but they, dedemand lower-rateconditions' and
mand tsiw saryrt-erquarters.
'
betters
Kxtra police In Tenement DWtrlot.
In the tenement districts, feelingruns high and the number ef oftlcres patrolling these districts has
been doubled since yesterday when
the movement began.
The tenants say that rather than
continue to pay tne high rents now
charged, they will move into tne
streets with their families
and be
come public charges.
Many heads of families say tney
can earn less than a dollar a day
and that It is necessary for children
to work long hours in order to help
support the families.
-

Declares Unlnstructed Dele Van DycK's "Elevation of the
gatlon Flimsy Pretext ot
.Cross" Believed to Have Been
Men.
Taken to New York.
.
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Special newspaper dispatches .to this I g
C. H. BROWN, Morristo
cltv from Henrietta, where It IS re- - f
I
negroes
aan
K.
were
J.
in
nnrted
that the
I
M ofint el
J. L. GARBAHINI.
ser of extermination, state that there
Holly, X. J.
hint- - l
Merc
WEBSTER,
I..
T.
f vllle, N. J.
believed that a prominent resident nave jeft the town. It Is quiet there
W.lf
but not over fifty negroes re- of the place had been murdered in I today,
-xxounena.
in
nlffht
Dec. 27. Three
N. J
a Chinese quarter vjnnsima
:",
neeroes came In from areCamden
arm
seventeen Injured, five of
and they began to .search the Orien-- 1 tne country yesterday but there was themdead,
dangerously, as the result or
no trouble in disarming mem. iiir a rear end collision Between irains
ta1 Quarters.
Kmn-Turnca into wiia jum, imrew aown meir tun.
on the elevated tracks of the Pennii v i il il i mriii an a., iuvu ju.i.v i cu .
sylvania railroad near the station In
ance.
length
resultis
in the search which at
city. Of the injured it la
of
r
fea
through
Sieved thut .ever.1 mow
arms
least
; ,.
TtAirtfliirantji nnii. jaunaries Hera mun wiiu iinnuiuii. v
will die while several will undouht
'
stormed and the buildings torn to against the whites.
edly be crippled for life.
escaping
In
No Arrests for Lynching.
the ground.
Several naxenr.
Doors, windows, and even tne
No arrests have been made for the from the wreckage, fell from the
fronts of buildings were reduced to .nh,n of the nearro James Oar elevated iracus lo tne pavement ue- or
nplintern y a hurricane oi stones
.hna- - bodv was riddled with iow. a distance of thirty feet
v,v
. i Knii
hurled agalnet tnem.
mob. It was thia lynch- - I more
i
...
panto
ana
I
a
Chinese,
In
fled
The
of vhlte
iii.,..in.
th. ahnotinf
fkmoi nrldnl to the terror that
v...
were chaser! from the town ay an- -- II
that rmijied all the II nMv.M.il Kut nrnmnt work nrevent- arrv citizens. A squadron of mountlater.
mav
made
he
tha flra from BDreadlne to where
.h
i
d police was called out to quell 1 Jt () not thought that the trouble I the injured were
pinned beneath
some
i
consebeen
ha
enough
the riot and order
the debris until all had been remov
at Henrietta is of necessary
i
seno.
restored.
to
it
otienc to make
.
.
...
1 I
11.
i
Mi(Hin
Man Turned t'p ' T'nlmrt. I state troopa mere
.wwwI
a ine
xna
tnai coinaeu were mo
A short time after the police had er My they can control the aitua- - I xtlantlotrains
City express and the Pern-to Uon easily..
taken charge, the man supposed
berton accommodation train
have been murdered turned up un
Stopped before Reaching Station.
inbarruMes Xenv State.
He had not been tn the
harmed.
The express train for some reas
the
and
Garden
lynching
of
The
on, stopped before it reacned tne
Oriental quarter. Thl aided in re notoriety,
rau
not
Is
storing order.. It
'believed
the pemfoerton train,
" I
.
umniowii w vo
nai any one was Kinea annoum
with
m"
T"
tlR"n
Thv havft. nUiettV
v,
r
numoer oi ninamcn wcrw uijuicw. I atota
rear coacneav ner
tne
crashed
into
2kV ,
pretnuuu i
fTh?re ...
been t leelinar at Lirn 1 every
pUnter,
to
allv
tearlns:
them
J
ao.lndr IhA FTAUhl flDQ It- - Mi
..t.i
A tieiny fog prevailed at tne time
o long m the police
of- the accident so that the trainmen
.Orientalbut
to
lonil
semam. there- is 119. danger 01
say
they could not distinguish the
recur
strict account for any further
other outbreak
tall lights on
.,.
rence of trouble.
The engineer of the I'emDerion
Wlutea Are Determined
train said that when he did finally
The white men at Henrietta and j Ree the express, It was too late to
toowever,
are aeiermineu gtop,
PATTERSON SWEARS OUT vicinity,
Knirlneer RUick to Cab,
that the negroes shall be taught to I
expect prompt retribution for Crimea- I jje threw on the air brakes and
llv- j ciung to
his engine. He escaped
such as was the murder of the for-1 jUry although
by Oarden because the
his cab was crushed.
WARRANT FOR
mer would not auow mo hci
while men and women were
stable.
his
team
from
struggling over the debrla, blindly
take a
la believed mat tne maner win poping through the heavy fog for
It
negroes
leaving
result In most of the
K placn of safety, the alarm 0 fire
BOIIEILS
wu given.
the town permanently.
There was a terrified scramble on
Portland. Ore., Dec. 27. iA spe
cial received today from Lethbrldge,
war. directea
tuat a. ru
v.o. v..vBn nut
.v..
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St. Joseph, Mo., Deo. 27 At Camden Point, a small town thirty miles
from here, robbers early this morning, robbed a smnll bank and made
their escape taking some $2,600
They were
by a, posse,
surrounded In a small tract of
heavily wooded land and" after sv
pitched battle lasting several hours,
they finally surrendered. All of the
money was recovered.
When the robbers entered the
bank they were discovered by cltl-se- ni
but not before they had secured
their booty and were ready to depart.
Tlsrw Men Heavily Armed.
There were three men In the band.
One remained with their horses outside while the other two robbed the
bank. All were armed to the teeth.
A hastily organised posse, opened
Are on the robbers as they left the
bank. The robbers returned the fire
end for half an hour there was a
running fight. In the excitement, all
shots went astray- and - no one was
'
Injured.
The citizens. Joined by farmers tn
the neighborhood pursued the rob- bers so closely that the desperadoes)
at length broke for cover and took
reruge in some small hills near Dear':'
born.
This gave the posse time to organise and soon about fifty meny alt
neavny armea, were engaged in in
man hunt.
.
"
Every On a, Poor Shot.
finally
were
surround
The robbers
ed In the woji! and attain th-- fe was
a battle, both sides ahooting from
rover 'so that no ene ? was Injured.
When the robbers-sathat escape
was hopeless, they surrendered. The
posse brought them to Camden
Point and they will later be brought
to this tlty for safe keeping.
There have been several attempts)
made to rob banks In-- Missouri and
It is believed these men formed part
of a gang organised1 for that purpose.
The Bankers' Association will conduct an investigation ot their rso-er'

run-dow-

,

da.

DARROW

WITHDRAWS

CUT HIS THROAT
TO CHEAT

FROM DEFENSE

PRISON

OF

'

-

Lamar, Colo., Dec. J7. Mr. and
Mrs. A. H. Maxwell, an aged couple,
living on a ranch, seven luiles from

here, were found dead yesterday and
appearances Indicate that they were
murdered by strangulation.
The coroner will hold an Inquest
to determine the cause of death and
to investigate the circumstances surrounding it.
Edward Maxwell, an adopted son
of the couple, Is held pending an Investigation. He claims he can prove
that he was not at the ranch last
Saturday or Sunday wlien the murders were believed to have been
committed.
M'lSCIIIKP
AMI SING CHUUiK
Deo. 27. Jack White,
York,
Sew
whom Coroner Acrltelll located In
Tombs prison after a search which
began on Dec 6, was examined yesterday in the case of Mrs. Maude
the
t'mith. who was found dead on
ground In the rear of her apartavenue,
7&2
Columbus
ments at No.
from the
evidently having fallen
window. White told the coroner that
he and two companions left Mrs.
tmith's rooms at 5'.6 o'clock In the afleaving her alone
ternoon of Dec.
Hulllday.
with her brother, Ralph
Halllday told
story
Tins contradicts a
,he coroner, that he left White and
hl companions In the room about I
o'clock and tiiat he found the door
locked and Mrs. Smith dead when
White was remanded
he returned.
to the Tombs, where ha Is held oil
a charge ot malicious mischief.
MAIJCIOl'S

POWERFUL EXPLOSIVE

27. Clarence
Boise;' Idaho, Dec.
Darrow, chief counsel for ' the defense
In the Pettibone case, has been
forced to. withdraw for the present
at least, and will go at once to
to an
Angeles, Where he will submit
operation.
111
'with an abcess In
He Is very
the ear and the operation will be a
most delicate and dangerous.
After be delivered the opening
statement to the Jury yesterday, his
physicians informed him that his
life would be in danger if he did not
submit to an operation at once.
Edgar Wilson will be in charge of
defense, but he' Is ill and was not
the
WHOLE MllLYWiPED
in court today.
The forenoon of the trial was taken up with the reading of depositions
to the explosion ot a bomb
relating
the home of Fred Bradley In San
OUTJY FLAMES at
Franclxco.
House Caught ilre in Enrly Morning S.VLOOX KEEPER. WOS
IS
Wire and
Honrs awl
SrXDAY CLOSING CASE
Three Children PerlMlted.
Boston, Dec. 27. John Clark, his e
27.
The
Chicago, 111.. Dec.
wife and their three children were e Jury In the case
of Thomas
burned to death in their home at
saloonkeeper "
first
Chamnles,
the
Watertown, a suburb of this city at
to be tried for a violation of the sT
an early hour this morning. The e'e' Sunday
closing law. returned a e"
home was destroyed. There is no e verdict of "not guilty." The Jury '
means ot learning the origin of the
eighteen hours. It is '
out
was
fire. It was discovered by neighbors e" understood that otner saloon- - V
after It had gained such headway
will
under Indictment
extinguish e keepers
that all attempts to
V
be tried at once. . it or enter the hous were futile.
'
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Erie, Pa., Dec. 27. Chief of PoWagner made a test today of
the contents of the bottle found In the
Infernal machine, mailed to Archie
Carr or 2208 Cherry street, this city,
yes
at the South Erie
terday.
He poured two drops ofthe white
liquid on a piece or wood, and tax
a
Intr It to the open air, touched
COMPANY STILL
match to the fluid.
When the blase reached the stuff
a sheet of flame at least four feet
high shot Into the air, proving the
solution to be a dangerous one. The
bottle la being carefully guarded
and will be examined by a chemist
BoHton, Dec. 27. The directors of
tomorrow.
the United States Smelting, Retiulng
and Mining company
declared a
quarterly dividend today on all comSCARED TO DEATH
per
one
mon stock ot
cent and one
per cent on all
and three-quartpreferred stock.
The dividend on all common stock
BY AUTOMOBILE
per cent.
three month ago was 1
lice

PETTIBOHE

Murderer Under life Sentence, Hot.
rovt-ojutaor and severed ilia
Karthly OonneotiDns
Killed
Wealthy Mine Owner.
iDes Moines. Iowa. Dec. 27. J. C.
Cain, convicted of the murder of
Charles H. Morris, a wealthy mine
owner In this state, borrowed a razor
from a friend today, secreted It in
his cell and when his guards were
not looking, slashed his throat from
ear to ear, dying in a Tew mmutea
He had been sentenced to life In
the penitentiary and would have-beetaken to prison at Fort Madison to
day to begin serving his sentence.
Ha said. "I'd rather die than go
to prison for lifeI'm a dead one
any way you fix It."

MUG

er

NEWIIKHHY TOtt TAFT.
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 27. Truman
New York, Dec. 27. Fright, it Is
60
Newberry,
of
H.
axlstant secretary
Deffert,
believed, killed John
home
years old, a street cleaner, who while the navy, who has arrived
working yesterday morning In Park from Washington for the Christmas
avenue, between Thirty-sixt- h
and holidays, In an Interview today anThirty-sevent- h
streets, saw an auto, nounced his support of Secretary
mobile bearing down on him, and Taft for the republican presidential
though barely touched by the ma- nomination by his belief that he
would receive it.
chine, dropped dead in the street.
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THADK EXCURSION.
There will be a meeting, as
announced several days ago in
The Citizen, of committees ap- pointed by the Commercial club
the Wholesale Healers ejwocla- tion and the Retail Dealers asso- clutlon this evening In rooms
over the Zeliter Cafe, for the
purpose of discussing a trade
excursion over the Belen cut- off to Texlco and on Into the
Peons valley. It is very impor- liml that such a meeting should
be well attended as the matter
Ih of universal
Interest to the
business men of Albuquerque.
Any one desiring to attend In
adJitlon to the committee mem- bers will be welcome. The open- to traf- Ing ot the Belen cut-oa large trade
no has placed
field at the door of Albuquer- que, and It la proposed to take
step to brim? the trade to this
cltv, where it loptcully lielongs.
ff
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVENHTO

aiHEE?.

TERRITORIAL CAPITAL

AN OPEN LETTER

OFFICIAL MATTERS
New OnmpanJcA

Papers

From Col. R. E. Twitchell

Inawporatlon

File

ViUotHia

Ctounty

Va-

cancy Filled.

i!

The following articles of Incorporation have been filed In the office of
Jaffa:
Territorial Secretary Nathan DevelopThe Western New Mexico
place
company.
of
Principal
ment
business at Columbus, Luna county.
Territorial stent, A. O. Bailey, at
stock $100,000,
Columbus. Capital
divided Into one thousand hsre of
value of $100 each. Object
the
business. Period
general Industrial
of existence, fifty years. IncorporaSchoon-make- r.
D. W,
Ksles,
George
tor.
1. R. Poane, J. T. Neson, J.
H. Comstock. II. P. N. Oammel, R.
W. Newton, Frank Oarr, George Og-dO M. Tnlley, John Brunner. W.
K. Rhoten, W. H. Marsh, all of El
Paso, Texas, and A. O. Bailey, of Columbus.
Eureka White t.lme company.
Principal place of business at Albuquerque. Bernalillo county. Territorial agent, Edward B. Cristy at Albu-diquerque. Capital stock $200,000,
vided into two hundred shares of
$100 each. Object, mining and quarrying bualnesa. Period of existence,
fifty year. Incorporators, George A.
Kaneman, Edward B. Crlety and Jos-bu- n
S. Itaynolds, all of Albuquerque.
Freser-Batemcompany. Principal place of business at Carlsbad.
Eddy county. Territorial agent, E. W.
Capital stock
TYaser, at Carlsbad.
hundred
$15,000. divided Into one
and fifty shares of $100 each. Object, dealing In general merchandise.
Period of existence, fifty years.
E. W. Fraser, A. Q.
Bsieman, F. R. Marshall, and A. R.
Smith, all of Carlsbad.
Valencia County Appointment,
Having received and accepted the
resignation of Jose R. Lucero as a
member of the board of county commissioners of Valencia county. Gov
ernor curry toaay appoimea mkpiuo
Chaves of Paralta, to fill the vacancy
Mr. l.ucero'8 resignation will take
fleet on January 7, 1908. His
from the board is voluntary,
he having reigned because he Is
mcving out of the county. He will
make his future home In Bernalillo
county. Mr. Chaves, who has been
chosen to fill the unexpired term, of
Mr. L,ucero, is a well known citixen
of Valen la county and was strongly
endorsed for the position.

Per feet Deed

I

Abstract, of Title

pr

RKFEREXCKS:
FIRST NATIONAL. BANK
. .,
ljis Cruces, N. M.
R. M. MATES, Esq... El Paso, Texas
Cashier City National Bank.
HON. FRANK W. PARKER
Las Cruces, N. M.
Judge Third Judicial District.
NICHOLAS GALL.ES, Esq
Las Cruces, N. M.
Capitalist.
BAKER A SATTLET
Las Cruces, N. M.
Real Estate.
HON. H. B. HOLT
Las Cruces, N. M.
Pres. Water Users' Ass'n.

n,

an

D. K. B.

Dec. 16, 1907.
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lamp nearby. The Haze could not OltOlf CVIUPi
be extinguished ultl all the gas had M KirL I Mi l NEW
I II1U
been hurn.H r.nt rf tlio tnk and . UII
two airenn cl water were neces
sary to keep th. tar from catching
ROAD NEAR
tin a is a.

II

723 miles were built and 349 in Mex
ico.

The greater part of the new track
was laid before fie financial stringency, only a small amount of mileage being constructed after Septem
pas
ber. The rdors for freight
senger cars and locomotives and
in '1907
were smaller, however, than at any
time during thenar seven years,
l
vuiume 01 oraers ror mis pan or
railroad equipment was about Efi per
cent of the total of 105 and 1906.
The year has been notable for th
number of block signals Installed, the
increase having been 3721 for the
twelve months ending December 31.

BUYS FAMOUS

The-iwel-

ARCADE

STOREHOUSE

$50,000 Paid for Property In
Little Town Where Cars
Are Made.
Chicago, Dec. 27. Mrs. HatUe
Sanger Pullman, widow of George M.
Pullman, has purchased from the
Pullman pom nan v the Arcade build in Pullman for $50,lnr and ground
0. The property Is at the north
west corner or One Hundred, ana
Twelfth street and Morse avenue, and
Is on a lot 221x248 tt
feet. Mrs.
Pullman 4s said to have been largely
by
the pur
in
sentiment
Irfluenced
chase of the property, which was one
of the most conspicuous structures
in the town. Her daughter. Mrs.
Florence Pullman Lowden, recently
purchased over ninety buildings there
at an aggregate consideration of over
SS50.000. The Pullman company was
compelled by court decree to dispose
of all its property there not directly
connected with its Business.

J ilin I iwel', of ytlrmount, Ind.,
was in the cl'.y tor a shor". time yesterday on his way to Falrmount
from Suawanee, K. M., where h.
has been engaged on a contract for
the St Louis and San Francisco
railway company. Mr. Powell Is a
contracting driller of oil, gas and
artesian wells and says that opera
tions have been suspended for the
present at Suawanee on account of
lack of pipe. The company Is said to
bo testing the land tor coal, oil, gas.
water or anything else which may
be discovered, and the principal
which thev are working on,
chiefly as an experiment, is down
nearly 200 feet.

INTO

FORCE

BELNU INCREASED
Bernardino, Dec.
27. Dur-

San
ing the past week thirty-fiv- e
men
have been taken on in the store department of the Santa Fe, in order
that a place may be made to care
for the heavy shipments
of steel
that are being received.
It was
hoped that the new storehouse
would be ready for the winter ship
ments. But as the work is going
forward it is not expected that they
win be able to use the storehouse
much before spring.
The company will
receive this
winter steel rails of 85 pound
weight for about 100 miles of track.
Most of the new rails will be used
in relaying the track over the Ca-Jand roost of the remainder will
be used between range and San
on

Diego,

was
excitement
Considerable
aroused last evening at the siation.
While the car whackers were filling
a gas tank under a Pullman car on
train No. i, the valve stuck and th.
gas was ignited by a trainman's

A

SEWER

27. Albert
Omaha, Neb., Dec.
Heft, watchman
at the Cudahy
by
Packing plant, was assaulted
thugs and thrown through a manhole, and spent the entire night in
the
the big sewer which drains
by
Union stockyards. He escaped
crawling a mile to where the sewer
emipties Into an open ditch.
The unfortunate man was found,
more dead than alive, by the crew
of a stockyards switch engine, who
heard his feeble groans as he lay
In the half frozen mud. He was dy
exposure
ing from
when found.
When taken to the hospital It was
a severe
found he had sufferedbeating before being thrown
Into
.by
who
the sewer
his assailants,
evidently supposed they had killed
him.
Physicians fear the freezing mud
la which he must hav. lain an hour
or more may cause severe conges
tion of the lungs. Heft has not yet
recovered sufficiently to give a co
herent account, of the affair.
'

FOB A SWINDLER
conductor
El Paso railroad
had the unpleasant experience Wednesday night of being mistaken for
a swindler and arrested Just as he
wu going to take a train out of the
Union station.
A man giving the name of Thomas Hudspeth and claiming to be a
cousin of Senator Claude Hudspeth,
was the complainant in the case. He
said that on Monday Morning he
met a stranger on an Incoming Santa Fe train and that the stranger
asked him to loan him 180.
The
man claimed to be a banker of
shipHouston and said he had lust
ped a large quantity of gold to his
bank, the express charges on which
amounted to 180, the sum be wlah-k- d
to borrow.
The stranger claimed to be short
on funds, but said he would leave a
cheek for $1,000 with Hudspeth to
secure the loan. This loked good
lo Hudspeth and he let the man
'lave the money. The man then
disappeared, which caused Hudspeth to wake u to the fact that he
bad been swindled.
Arriving in Dl Paso, th. victimised man decided to play detective
in his own case. He shaved off a
heavy beard he wse wearing and
sauntered around the Union depot,
hoping to captude his man. Last
night h" thought he h&l found htm
but he
and hud the man arrested,
was mistaken and the wen known
was
the
Inconvenience
conductor's
result.
And Hudspeth in still looking for
whose
banker."
Houston
his
worthless check for 31,000 he holds.

To Heat 1
a Cold Corner

An

IUlMIi
ItrXYJRD MIVr.VlNKJ
According

Rooms 9 and 1 1
Cromwell building
Opposite First National
Bank, Albuquerque

J. F. Gray,
Local Mgr.

D. K. B. Sellers.
General Agent

truly,

"R. E. TWITCHELL. "

News

RATON

Xotca lYom Gate City
tract Let for $10,000 City

Con-

SCENE OF ACTIVITY

to

the statistics comiJIed by the Hallconstruction In
way Age, railroad
been nearly as
the United ;ats has1906,
which was
tieavy in 107 us in

tre heaviest year 1nce 1888. The
total number of miles of tiew track
laid this year has been 6730. of
which 224 miles were in Louisiana,
341 in Florida. 885 In South Iwkota,
314 In Texas and 311 in Washington,
lu Canada, during the same time,

Don't sit in die cold a touch
ol a match a steady flow ol
genial warmth and in the corner that's hard to heat you'll
have real solid comfort with a

JbL:

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
Psolppefl Mils Saoktlm Device)

Just what you need to help out in
a cold snap or between seasons.
No smoke no smell no bother
it's the smokeless device that does it As easy to
i
n
crass
operate ana clean as a lamp,
loni Holds
4 quarts gives intense heal lor 9 hours. Finished
in nickel and japan every healer warranted.

if

r.111

YOU CAN SAVE
A checking account will not only help you to spend
your money economically, but it will also aid you

Brklgo Approaches; Being BuUt by
Most Novel Plan.

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you par by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
yey nt you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK.

HulUIIng.

Cimarron,- - N. M., Dec. 27. The
bridge proper over the Cimarron
river which connects the old and
new towns. Is now fln'shed and the
to the
gredlng of the approaches
new
line of bridge Is under
feasible route for the
way.
tho Kl Paso & Southwestern Railcompany,
The Cimarron Townslte
way from El Paso to Trinidad, Col., which
for business reasons, namely.
Canyon, six the making
hBvt reached Long's
of a number of lots out
Is
.but
miles west of Trinidad. This
of the old creek bed. prevailed on
one of. a number of surveys already the county commissioners to locate
made for this' route, and is said to' the bridge on dry ground and then
ue the- best one and a
practical turn the river under it by a straight
roadway across
this difficult re- channel, promised to grade the apgion.
The new railway will likely proaches to the bridge at its own
connect with the Kl Paso & South- expense, the expense being put at
be about $1,600.
llillway somewhere
western
And now the town-sit- e
tween Carrizoco and Santa Rosa,
company,
with real Yankee
and will pars through Las Vegas shrewdness, has arranged a scneme
and Duwson, M. M., and open up by which the grading is to be done
considerable new territory in New for practically
ana tne
not rung,
Mexico to settlement
and many community be given lots of fun
new towns will be opened up. The
plan
has
which
made, and
The
new road when built will alxo make been advertised Is to have a grading
City
to
Mexico
line
a short
and the bee, prizes are to be offered aggregulf.
gating $250, and the men of the
the town are invited to participate.
J. w. O Brlen. representing
A
Great Western Town company, has prize will be offered for the best
opened offices here. The company day's work done 'by man and team,
will open the new town of Oolfax, for the best looking man working
which Is to be situated on the t.
team, and a valuable prize to
Ixuis, Rocky Mountain & Paclttc with
the ugliest man giving his services
railway, and the Santa Fe, Raton & that day. It is reported that the
Kahtern railroad. The location Is In latter prize has many chances to be
portion of Colfax county taken, and a multiplicity of entries
the
and the outlook for the town is are being made for It. At the close
good.
of the contest the bridge will be
A splendid crop of Ice in being dedicated.
reaped on the reservoirs of the
Clmurron has been enjoying for
river. The thermometer has some days
use of the new depot
registered In that region lower than for the fit.theLouis. Rocky Mountain
fifteen degrees below zero.
& Pacific Railway.
The depot Is a
was given the handsome structure, two stories.wltn
lOharlea Dorielly
honors
at the oratorical contest offices
in the second story. The
held here, which gives the winner building is fifty-flv- e
feet in length.
the right to enter the territorial con and twenty-nv- e
Ail conveniwide.
Vegas
Dec. ences are arranged, with two wait
test to be held at Las
27.
Donelly s theme
was ing rooms. The location
Mr.
is on
American Politics."
Washington street.
The city council has let the con
on
rails
the
of
work
The
tract for a city building, which In- the line of the Cimarron & North
cludes council chambers.
Jail
and western Railway up Ponll canyon ts
rooms. The new build nearly
This line will open
ing Is to cost approximately 110,- - up one finished.
of the finest pine timber re000.
gions in New Mexico.
The work on the new Methodist
Contractor James Grirnn, wno nas
church building Is progressing fine- beep
doing the grading on the Ponll
ly.
Thn building has now reached cunyon railway line, has secured a
the first story. The recent
hard contract with the Krencn uana
times scare has made collections of Cattle company to build an immense
subscriptions a little hard, tut the reservoir for the use or their irriprogress of the building will not pe gation schemes. The land company
retarded. The structure when com own considerable tracts of land bepleted Is to cost $22,000.
tween Cimarron and Sprlnger.whlch
they are developing and felling to
colonists.
A. W. Kestevajn. a practical lumF.IAN IN
ROCKEFELLER
ber man, is developing the lumber
Interests of the Balack Lakes, in the
He has
near Cimarron.
COLORADO IKON CO mountains
put up a sawmill
and bought a
large tract of timber land.
The old postofflce of Vermljo has
Blnghamcton. N. Y., Dec. 27. At been rechristened by Uncle Sum. It
Rockefeller
D.
request
Is
now Vermejo Park.
John
uf
the
the board of directors or the Colo
Dr. Horatio Walker, formerly of
rado Fuel and Iron company has this place, is now located in San
elected L. M. Bowers, one of Mr. Diego, Cal.
representatbusiness
Rockefeller's
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Springer are
ives, vice president of the corpora- sojourning in the east. Their first
tion, it is learned that the Rocke stop was In Chicago.
Charles H. Webster, Jr.. and wife
feller holdings in the company
and ar spending the winter In Califorhve been gradually increased
about the
thv.t the installing of the new vice nia. They will return
president makes a return of the mirtdle of February.
large
to a
The Cimarron Townslte company,
liockefeller interests
manager,
share In the maiiagesnent of the of which Fred Whitney is
corporation.
have moved their offices to the Mat-ki- n
building, Washington and Ninth
Mr. Bowers has long represented
Mr. Rockefeller In many business streets.
carried
enterprises.
He
has
A Hard Dolit to Pay.
through some of the great capital'
debt of gratitude that
that
"I owe
Ist'a deals. It Is understood
George (lould retains a controlling can never be paid off." writes G. 3.
Westfleld,
Iowa. for my
com
Clark, of
Interest In the fuel and iron
pany. Of late years It has been In a rescue from death, by Dr. King's
so
bad way. but l it Is understood that New Discovery. Both lungs were
which seriously affected that death earned
the Rockefeller programme
takI
commenced
when
Imminent,
carry
out calls for
Mr. Bowers will
Discovery.
The ominous
the Introduction of sound business ing New
dry. hacking cough quit before the
methods.
more botused,
two
and
llrst bottle
tles made a complete cure." NothAitiieiulicltto
Is due In a large measure to abuse ing has ever equaled New Discovery
of the bowels, by employing drastic for coughs, colds and al throat and
by
Guaranteed
purgatives. To avoid all danger, us lung complaints.
Trial
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the all druggists, 60c and $1.00.
bottes free.
rare, gentle cleansers and lnvlgorators. Guaranteed to cure nesaacne,
Our shl-- t and sollar work Is perat
Jaundice,
biliousness, malaria and
fect. Our "lMMKSTIO FINISH" Is
all drug stores.
Sac
the proper thing. We lead others
FKFrs nra.it Kkl'H HOT CIIOCO- - follow.
IMPERIAL LATJNDRY CO.
WAlll.VS DlttQ STOHK.
LATK.
N. M., Dee. 27. The corp
of surveyors who have been engaged for many months on the most
iFUiton,

-

THE BANK OF COMMERE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

Have YOU' Been In
w

To See THe

eai-ter-

Wu-gar-

nre-engi-

XTl'CTOR MISTAKEN

27.

OFFICE

of
National
next year. I have been
Irrigation Congress at Albuquerque
familiar with this particular piece of property for upwards
of twenty years and I consider it an extremely well located
subdivision, lying as it does about one mile due north of Las
Cruces on the main county road to Dona Ana. So far' as the
soil and water rights to this property are concerned, I wish
to add that there is no finer soil in the Mesilla Valley or
in New Mexico for. that matter. Every portion of the land is
susceptible of irrigation, possessing paid up water rights
under the Dona Ana irrigation ditch and being signed up and
under the United States government diverting dam in the Rio
Grande.
"As to the prices asked by the company owning the prop
erty, I consider them very reasonable, taking into consideration the location of the land, its qualities and its proximity to the city of Las Cruces.

MESILLA VALLEY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

PUllfWJIDOW

Chicago. Dec.

or
further Information

Do you want to own 5 acres of irrigated land that will net you over $1000 annually and not
require any attention from your other business? We attend to the cultivating.

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

ItAII.KOM)

Write for Booklet

Las Cruces in matter of the

"Yours

withdrawal

II

N. M. ,

Sellers,
"Albuquerque, New Mexico.
"Dear Col. Sellers: In answer to your favor of the 12th
opinion of the 'Ward & Shropshire ranch sub- relative toI my
In company with Col. Hopewell
division, W.have this to say:
your
city, I drove over and
of
and Dr. 0.
Harrison
through this property last week, Wednesday, on my visit to
holding
the 16th
"Col.

and

"East Las Vegas,

CAE) 3ME TO

Co.
Furniture
WEST
END VIADUCT
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The Home Restaurant
207 West Gold Avenue
Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Music While You Eat
Patronized by the Best People
Number !One Meals
- - , 2$c
Breakfast
Dinner and Supper 35c
Special Rates by the
week or month.j

Breakfast

6 to 9

Dinner
Supper

12

-

to

Equipped with

Litest improved central draft burner.

Maile ol brass
throughout, nickel plated. Just the light to read
by bright and steady. Every lamp warranted.
II your lealer doesn't carry the Perfection Oil
Heater and Kayo Lamp, write our nearest agency
lor descriptive circular.

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.''
tlMOTporsitcO

.L-- JL

SK300000K30CCS5
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

B. RUPPE
203
NUE

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF

COUUERCC

3

5:30 to 7:30

--

'
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By buying Stoves, Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc.,Sat

Tells.Comrades In Note Sent
Through Air Tube That.
He Still Lives.
Victor, Coflo., Dec. J7. (Special).
1,000
feet below the
Entombed
4, A. D.
earth's surface since Dec. Nev.,
has
Ely.
miner,
of
a
Kalley,
irlcti'l here telling of
vrttti'ii to
his hope of being rescued within
the next two weeks.
iBalley, with two companions, was
caught in the caveln of the Alpha
solid rock
shaft, and 500 fet of
passage
above
droippeH Into the
commucuttng
all
off
above them,
nication with the outer world. By
a Suoky accident, however, the niche
was
In which they were working
not filled by the falling debris.
had oil
The imprisoned miners
enough in their lamps to allow
in
them to ejnpSore their tomb, andthey
out
their search for a way water
p4e
six
Inch
a
UDon
stumbled
which extended down the shaft and
in the
which escaped destruction
accident.
Telephone.
a
Have
Kven
Through this the prisoners estab-!sbe- d
communication with their rescuers and soon drinking water and
ration were sent down. Then, not
satisfied wlt'h this crude means of
talking with the outside world, they
with a
conected their telephone
wire running up the water column.
Although, In no need of the necessities of Ufa, the prisoners are
still in grave danger, as the ground
is still settling, and from time to
fill in
time It will be necefaary to prevent
the space with ccrdwood toto the freanother cavein. Owln?
quent runs of earth curing the lost
be two
three days It will probably
weeks before they are rescued.
face
themselves
rescuers
The
grave peril In the rUbility that the
piled up muck and timbers on
whlcathey are working will give
way dropping them to the bottom
of the shaft. To prevent this each
man works with a rape tied around
his body and secured from above.
Text of the Letter.
In his letter, sent up the water's
tube, mailed, and received today by
Bailey says. In
Thomas Hajmill,

part;

"I am now Imprisoned In Alpha
shaft. On the 4 th of this month the
Btmt't caved in. Two of the four men
. who
were working In the .pump station are with me and others are
burled at the bottom of the shaft.
The shaft caved In at the 400 foot
level and we are &t the 1,000 foot
up
level. , The shaft Is full of dirt BOO
and weare under
feet of solid rock. If all goesor well I
fourhope to be on top In twelve
teen days.
disconwe
accident
"After the
nected the six Inch water column
t the pump and they are sending
water and rations
drinking
v our
down it. We are riving on the best
in the land, as everybody wants to
send us something. Wines , cigars,
.and all kinds of fruits are being
sent down. They send down our
supplies in sma.il vessels, attached
to a rope and arranged so as to prevent spills.
"After we got the water column
opened we connected our phone to
the electric cable, and we can telephone up and talk to the men on
tup at any time.
"Well, brothers, if all Is well and
stays with
the all wise Providence top
and see
iia I hope to "be on the
family
a short
In
my wife and
time. We are above the water level
so there is no danger on that
cpre."
tothe-caveln-
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THE THEATRE

COMING
i

EVENTS

December SO Buster Brown,
New Year's Day The Red FeathJanuary 4 The Royal Slave.
January 7 Chas. B. Hanford, In
Anthony and Cleopatra.
January 10 The Lieutenant v and
the Cowboy.
January 15 'Murray &. Mack In
Sunnyside of Broaway,
January 21 For Mother's Sake.
January 2S Tramp Show with
band.
February 6 Paul Gllmore.
February 14 The Burgomaster.
February 18 Are You CraxyT
February 19 Vendetta.
February 24 The Holy City.
March 2 Creston Clarke.
the
March 10 The Olrl and
Stampede.

Gross Kelly & Co.

er.

"Red Fratlirr."
The company that Manager Jos.
M. Galtes has organised for, this
presentation of the Zleg-fel- d
season's
Opera company's gorgeous production of the romantic comic opera, "Red Feather," which comes to
the Elks' opera house New Tear's
night, is entirely adequate in every
way.
The scenery is known to be
magnificent; the music Is thrilling
and full of snap and Are, and best of
all. the singers are superior to any
that can be found outside of grand
opera. Cherldah Simpson, for several seasons prima donna of various
Savage operas, will be at the head
of seventy-fivof the company
which includes a number of well-knoand nopular comedians and
a large ensemble of singers. Even
the chorus, it Is said, was chosen
with absolute Judgment as to voice
appearqualities, and In personal
ance it Is all that can bo desired.
The great success that "Red Feather" has made seem to prove that
real comic opera Is as much appreciated as ever, now that the
reign of musical comedy has come
to an end. "Red Feather" is the
result of the combined labors of
Reginald de Koven and Charles
Klein. Of the uniform excellence of
Mr. de Koven's music It Is hardly
necessary to speak, beyond saying
that musical critics of the country
agree that this is the best that he
has turned out tince "Robin Hood."
The book Is by Charles Kleln,author
of David Warfleld's great success,
"The Music Master," and also "The
Lion and the Mouse." Both of these
enormous
plays are still drawing
crowds in New York. The lyrics
are by Charles Emerson Jook, a
lielasco protege.
T
"Antony and Cleopatra."
awestern
of
A candid citizen
family
state once remarked. "My
only goes to two shows every season. One ts Barnum, & Bailey's and
the other Is Charles B. Hanford's."
From the circus to the classlcs.fro-the sawdust arena to the forum. Is
a far cry, yet the compliment was a
great one, and reflected the intelwho
lectual sincerity of the man
uttered it. Barnum & Bailey strove
every season to surpass all previous
Including
accomplishments
circus
has
Hanford
thedr own, and Mr.
done the same thing In his chosen
to
sought
line of endeavor. He has
all that
bring to his performance
could add Interest and charm to
He
his Shakespearean productions.
has searched the world of books and
surveyed available acting talent as
diligently as he agent of the great
moral tent show have explored the
Jungle In quest of strange creatures.
It was a comparison which might
flatter both parties who were made
its subject, and Mr. Hanford's presentation this year will be. more
spectacular
than ever before. A
scenic revival of "Antony and Cleopatra" has been In his mind for a
number of seasons past, and last
year's production of "Julius Caesar"
formed a splendid preface for this
year's representation of Antony, no
longer a triumphant ptatesman but
lover. Tuesday, Januthe
ary 7, is Mr. Hanford's date at the
opera
house.
Elks'
e,

Harry Brennan of Cimarron has accepted a position with the Maxwell
He will take
Supply company.
charge of his work the first of January. Tho position wua vacated bythe resignation of Mr. Payne Whiteiy
"Buster Brown."
Tin; Maxwell Land Grant comenlarging
the Irrigating
pany
as it will be
"Buster
ditch4 from their tx'enalve reser- presented atBrown,"
the Elks' theater next
voirs and t;vr sources. The
I

Monday night. December iO, will
The combe almost entirely new.
edy has been rewritten and the musical numbers without a single exception will be heard for the first
time. The company engaged in Its
among
its
numbers
presentation
members some of those who have
ever
been Identifled with Buster
The
since it was first presented.
promise Is made that aeenlcally it
Is more handsomely mounted than
ever before. More attention , has
been given to the music this seahave
selected
son and the tunes
proven most happy ones. Some of
hits are "Molly
the pronounced
from Mayo." "Won't Tou Be My
Baby Boy," "Old Bill Oliver," "I
Won't Play Unless You Coax Me,"
"Rosebud." "I Couldn't Make a Hit
With Susie," and a new "Buster
song." As an additional
Brown"
feature this season the celebrated
Hughes Musical Trio have been enthat of Mr. gaged.
northern New Mexico Ismiles
east of
8. I). Hlggins. twelve
on his
thU place. Mr. Higglns has
Ciired In 6 to 14 Days.
woum PAZOPiles
no
ranch everything mat
OINTMENT is guaranteed to
to
way
keep
him cure any
need in a practical
case of Itching, blind,
living were he abut off from com- bleeding or protruding piles In 6 to
Catmunication with the outside.
14 day or money refunded. 50 cents.
tle, hogs, Bheep and chickens, and
A Reliable Remedy for Croup.
he Is able also to raise all kinds of
A visit to his
grain and feed.
With the dry, cold weiher of the
always
toy
colonists
early
winter months, parents of crou-p- y
home
ranch
children should be on the alert
convince them of the possibilities of
for ominous symtoms. There Is no
this suction of the country.
cause for anxiety, however, when
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Is kept
He Fought at cwttysnurg.
David Parker, of Fayette. N. Y.. in the home. If this medicine is
writes:
given as soon as child becomes
who lost a foot at Gettysburg,
me more hoarse or even after the croupy
"Electric Bitters have done
good than any medicine I ever took. cough has appeared, the attack may
For several yean I had stomach be warded off. Mrs. S. Roslnthal. of
trouble, and paid out much money Turner. Michigan, says: "We havs
for medicine to little purpose, untilI used Chamberlain's Cough medicine
taking Electric Bitters.
1
for ourselves and children for several
would not take $500 for what they years and like It very much. I think
for
tonic
Grand
is the only remedy for croup and
me."
for
it
have done
weakness. can highly recommend it." For ialt
the aged and for female
Great alterative and body builder; by all druggists.
weak
sure cure for lame uack and drug-,gists.
SiibHcrlbo for Tike CUlzeo and gel
Guaranteed by all
kidneys.
50c.
the news.

of tho ditches and extending them to further lands will mean
the opening up for many more
farms. The raising of sugar beets
wt'11 be one of tho enterprises of the
and a large
farmers of this section
acreage is expected to be planted
this year should no oiher capital be
found in sight to float such an enterprise.
Mrs. Jacob Michel Is visiting In
Tnvpa, Kansas. Her sister. Miss
at that
Mohn was married
jlace before the holidays to Mr.
George Hause.
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Simmons are
enjoying a visit from Mr. and Mrs.
W. Thompson of Lee's Summit, Mo.
Mrs. Thompson is a sinter of Mr.
Simmons.
Miss Lettie Atwater Is spending
the winter in Haton with her
grandparents.
One of the beautiful ranches of

Great ClosmgJ Omi Sale of

Tlhie

(Incorporated)

Wholesale

THE NEW YEAR'S AUHIVAK
ladn with delicious cakes baked for those who demand the choicest and most delicious. Our New TeaiTs cakes) are famous for their high' quality and exquisite flavorings, and we will have a
variety to choose from for the most
fastidious. Special orders will be takPtrenirth, or Nerr Wwiknms nothing mora. Pos. en now for fruit and pound
cakes
lUTsly. no on weak haart In a hundred Is. to liall kinds of layer cakes, plain
and
mit, actually dinsaed. It Is almott always a
hidden tiny llttls nervs that imlly Is 11 at fault. and ornamental.
will see our store

Heart Strength

Grocers

Brt

This obtcura narvs Mis Cferdlae, or
Nervs
--dimply needs, and must havs, mors
power, mora
stability, more controlling, mors governing
etranrlh. Without that the Heart must continue
to faQ, and th stomach and kidneys also havs
these ssnv) controlling nerrss.
This clearly explains why. as a medicine. Dr.
snoop's Rsstoimtivs has In the past dons so much
lor weak and ailing Bsarts. Dr. Bhoop first (ought
lbs cause of all this painful, palpitating . suffocating
distress. Dr. Shoop's BestorsUTs tbls
popular prescription Is alone directed to these
and wasting narva centers. It buildsi
strengthens; It offers real, genuine heart help.
If rou would have strong Eearta, strong digestion, strengthen these Usrvas
reestablish
at nodded, with

Pioneer Bakery,

Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

207 South First St.

htt

West

Vn

Di Shoop's

Gold

Go!d

TAXIDERMIST
Birds a .Specialty

Restorative
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

F F C0RR West

.

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas
r

Groceries at Cot Prices
Tlivavg

High quality M. A J. 35 cent
25o
coffee
Best quality teas, per pound ...t0o
7 bars Swift's Pride
soap
26c
1 gallon Imperial
syrup .......450
10 pound pail of jelly
0o
Large cans Las Cruces and other
high grade tomatoes, 2 cana
12 5c
for
25 cent can baking powder ....20c
Good prunes, 3 pounds for .....25c
3 packages 12 ounce figs
250
And a big store full of other
bargains.

(Remember'

theSamet
W Id,

the as
Unanfulq

There's Class

112 North

BLATZ

Saeoad
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"

MILWAUKEE

Every bottle bearine
the familiar triangular
label and everv elass
that's drawn from a Blatz
keg is full of character.

Furnace,
H

Faywood
Hot Springs, 3

TvleplKMie 142.

N. M.
The pleasure and health

Thornton,
The Cleaner
at

1J1 North Third
only real steam
cleaning plant In the southwest
We are now better prepared than
ever before to clean anything that
Is cleanable.
In cleaning, pressing and repairing clothes, we take
the front seat. All we ask Is a
trial. All wo.k guaranteed. Sec
ond hand clothing bought and
sold. Goods called for and de
livered on short notice.

PHONE-4- 60

resort of the Southwest.
' The new hotel, "The
Faywood. " offers every
comfort the invalid or plea- sure seeker could desire.
The water from these
springs has a temperature
of 140 degrees Fahrenheit.
Ideal place for those troubled with rheumatism.
Rate Albuquerque to Faywood

$13.60
r.

sT.

futdy, Agent

J

2 0 West Railroad

Oe)0XO-nOeOaOOS-

Prop'.
Avenot

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

AMD
CLUB KOOMB

Nat

.-

.

,

.

Foundry and

Machine Works

l.

LUMP

Q

MALL. Iroprftor
Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings. Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron "
Fronts for Buildings.
rrmpmirm 9m mining Bit mill mmmhlnmrr m Bmlmlty
3
. iv..
m
a rf mI1.ai
Founrirv tul
F1. Al.
UUVUIUNU.,

rri

W. U. PATTERSON

WOOD

"Ll-vsx-I11-S1- S

-

V

and Boarding

Qti Ltless

Weat Sliver Arenae.
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO.

Telophase

W. H. HAIIfJ & CO. OeXDe00eK)00X5O000O0(
"OLD RELIABLE."

New Home

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

All kinds of Household
Goods at reduced prices

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

Borradaile Co.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

17 GOLD AVE.

START RIGHT
of bookkeeping
department.

a Loose Leaf System
In

your accounting

sheets can be ruled
This
an.t printed to suit the special need
of every burlnee.

Loose
Leaf Systems
Are no longer an experiment.

rs

s: LITITGOW
lJK'kl'",u r
f"mp

11.

Maker

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

OeKSOaOKMsOsKMOetts

Convenience

By Using
system

econThey are a necessity where
omy In time and labor is wanted.
cheerfully
given.
Mall
Ketimates
will receive prompt attention.

1J7J.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Sewing Machine

1

ESTABLISHED

L E, PUTNEY

AQKNT

By Installing

The St. Elmo
B ARNETT7

Albuquerque

Mixed.

TELEPHONE

"'

cmomomcmmooomcmomomomcMom

CLEAN CAS COKE.
SMITHING COAL.
NATIVE KINDLING.
FOR CASU ONLY.

Tickets on sale daily.
Return limit 30 days.

XTXXXXXXXXXXXIXXAXXXXXXXM

foSEPH

""

ANTHRACITE

Central Avenue.

The

nit

GOAL
CEKRTLLiOS

KC1IIX)SS & CO.

Located

111

11

AMERICAN BIjOCK.

Whether from Keg or Bottle
the "Geam of Quality- - it a
Blatz promise. Just aik for
"Blatz and tee that you get it,

street.

(Incorporated)

.

CASH BUYERS' UNION

to

STKItV.
SIS Wo

Gross Kelly & Co,

-

Comfort

The telephone make
the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.
TOU NEED A TELEPHONE

- Security

pr
telephone
The
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.
IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.'

IT.

'A
FAUH
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
W. S. STRICKLER

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

subscription rates
One yewr by mall In advance
One month by mail
Ob month by can-to- r
within city limits
-

Entered

an

rnvtmA-cln-

m

matter at

I.VOO

vertising medium of Uie Southwest.

.
There art about as many conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are Individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and Ashing In
Tou can live in a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.
go as you please.
You'll find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined. If you are
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
Conditions Ideal for recuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
Tou CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANT
WAT TOU FIX IT.
Inquire at The Cltixen Office for further particulars, or address The
Valley Ranch.

tlM FoNtofflce of Albuqnerqne, N.
In New Mexico

and the bent

ad-

I

F.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."

rect to

OYKTKILS are brought
us from Uie choicest beds

We Meet All Competition!!
All Stoves and Ranges

di-

25

of

America. Ttiey are shucked into'
porcelain cases, sealed and packed In
ice, which never comes in contact
with the ( oysters. Hie me of the
Scalsiilpt currier is the secret of
their superiority.

and Us

Discount

'

The Cttisen does not wish to knock In the least nor to draw any odious
Is a little object lesson which ought to be called to
forces In Washington.
On Christmas day the . day of peace on earth, Oklahoma, the newly
admitted state, so far forgot herself as to openly and publicly lynch a negro
nd after her citizens had riddled his body with bullets, they drove some 100
other helpless blacks out of town.
That was the manner in which Oklahoma celebrated her first Christmas

6 inch Stove pipe
6 inch Stove pipe elbows -

comparison, but there
ths attention of the

J2

as a state.
The lynching was the result of a killing.
On Christmas day, right hers 4n the city of Albuquerque there was one
of those unfortunate killings which will now and then occur anywhere. But
there was no lynching. The officers of the law made the arrests and no attempt was ever thought of to take the prisoner from the Jail.
That is the difference In a marked contrast between Oklahoma and New

STRONG

M.

Not Going Out of Business

No other fond deteriorates so
rapidly as the Oyster. Its habitat Is
the ocean. It requhtu coolness and
absolute freedom from exposure to
the air In order to retain its delicate
flavor and Its wliolosotneness. SEAb-SHI1- T

"STATEHOOD FOR NFW MEXICO'

Thanksgiv ing Sale Cutlery.

See

SLAYER OF LOBATO

ABOUT TOWN

IS

Carvers

i From Texlco north, Albuquerque Is the logical place to trade. ' This
c(ty can be more conveniently reached than any other cents. and Its merchants can show a much larger and better line of goods than any place In
the southwest with the possible exception of Hi Paso, which does not excel
'
us even in that line.
at is hoped that the business men will show their usual publio spirit and
their usual good business Judgment, and make a call upon our neighbors to
.
the south.
'
It will pay an hundred fold In a good many ways. -

Six tJftousantl
!

.

ioes

Blx thousand lives were lost In American mines last year, according to

. New Tork Herald: If any one finds a carefully written document entitled
"Christ Cleanses the Temple" within the next week or so the Rev. Dr. W. J.
Held, pastor of the First United Presbyterian church, of this city, hereby announces that it Is a sermon of his and he'd like It back.
He had prepared
tt for delivery tomorrow before his fashionable congregation, but burglars
not Into the church building last night and cleansed that temple of the collection boxes and pretty nearly everything else of value, Including the minister's sermon for today. Worse Dr. (Reld hadn't learned his sermon- by heart
and things at his study this evening were a bit In the air.
The pastor was
digging into a barrel for a talk on the' "Crime of '73" to use as a substitute,
sjtd the police are looking for the thieves. Dr. Reld has been much worked
up over the financial crisis and so he decided to make It his topic tomorrow,
and, despite the fact that, many of the members of his congregation count
their wealth away up In the mlll)-.ns- ,
he selected the story of Christ entering
the temple and driving out t j money lenders. Home time last night the
They ruined one of the memorial windows and ransacked
robbers got In.
the pastor's study, taking rome valuable papers, but the most Important was
the sermon.. "I've only one consolation," sighed Dr. Reld this afternoon,
"maybe the miscreant will read the sermon and it may reform them."

On his way around the world for the Woman's Home Companion Jack
London visited the lepers of Molokal, on ths Island of Hawaii.
"Leprosy Is
not so contagious as is imagined," writes Mr. London In the January Woman's
Home Companion.
"I went for a week's visit to the settlement and I took
my wife along all of which would have not happened had we had any apprehension of contracting the disease.
Nor did we wear long, gauntleted
gloves and keep apart from ths lepers.
On the contrary, we mingled freely with them, and before we left knew scores of them by sight and name. The
precautions of simple cleanliness seem to be all that Is necessary.
On returning to their own houses, after having been among and handling lepers,
s,
the
such as the physicians and the superintendent, merely wash
their faces and hands with mildly antiseptic soap and change their coats."
non-leper-

dn the cae of the dispute between the naval officers as to authority over
each uther, this country has another sample of pin headed officers with
too much gold braid for their own good, and not enough to do.
Most of
the navy officers are a gentlemanly lot but us In the army, there are a few
who would not greatly injure the navy's efficiency If they had never been
commissioned.

Charles V. RafTord. traveling auditor, told a Citizen reporter yesterday
that the banks of Kew Mexico were In a strong financial condition and that
the recent flurry would not greatly affttct them.
The traveling auditor Is
one of the men who really knows conditions In the southwest and his opinion

Is valuable.

At a Toklo banquet the American minister remarked that the Pacific It
tnewnt to be a great highway for mankind, and that the responsibility of
maintaining Its freedom for all the world rests upon Japan and the United
dates. (This may be called a broad principle fortified for practical purposes.

The president Is taking a little rest at Pine Knob.
With trie Taft,
Oortelyou. Loeb scrap on his hands, he no doubt needs It.
Then there is
Lawsou's new party.
t,

Hob Kvans accepts the Invitation to visit

will doubtless

hear something new

In

Japan the people over there

the Kngllsh language.

has been started for the nomination of Governor-eleNow, with Cannon's boom and Kurt's boom
vice president.
A boom

If

you look

Fort for

ct

tharp you'll notfie the dtvn me yrowliig longer.

,

i Full

Underwood
Standard
Typewriter

Evidence at the Preliminary
Hearing Against Dorame
Victim Burled Tomorrow.

Dorame,
who shot and
killed Augustlno Lobato at the corner of Atlantic avenue and south
Second street at 3 o'clock the afternoon of Christmas day, was bound
over to the grand Jury In Justice of
the 'Peace Craig's-cou- rt
this mom- ing without, bqnd."
Salvador) and
;
Manuel.. A naure' 'who were with
Dorame at thatime of the killing,
were bound over to the grand Jury
a .ao under bonds Qf $100 each.
The preliminary hearing of Dorame came to a close this morning
at 11:30 o'clock. A large number
of witnesses were examined, among
them were those present at the
shouting, and .several relatives
of
the Triayer. The evidence throughout- was very much against Doraane.
Judge W. C. Heacock represented the territory at the preliminary
hearing,- - appearing for District Attorney Cluncyt
Dorame
had no
He held a consultation with
counsel
A. A.- - Sedlllo, of the law
flrmi of
Chaves & Sedlllo, but Mr. Sedlllo
did not appear for him at the hearing. Dorame has very little or no
money, and It may be necessary for
the court to atppoint an attorney to
defend him,
Evidence abduced this
morning,
would indicate that the trouble between Dorame and Lobato began a
week previous to last Saturday
night .and that the difficulty which
he and the deceased had at Atrisco
Saturday night only tended to make
the feeling between them more
acute.
'
Dorame said this morning
that
he first met lxibato a week ago last
Saturday night at a dance at Atrisco, which was the scene of the second difficulty.
The pistol from which Dorame
fired the fatal shot was produced
this morning for identification. It Is
an old fashioned
with a
pearl handle ,and is self cocking.
It Is dull with rust, which gives it
a very ugly appearance.. According
to testimony, Dorame carried
ths
gun In the left Inside pocket of his
coat. After he and Lobato exchanged words, he stepped behind
Jose Severo, who had passed between them, and as ha passed behind Severp he drew the gun with
his right hand. When
he came
from behind Severo, he fired at Lobato at a distance of not more than
seven feet.
Horn at Ran MareiaJ.
.
In an Interview this morning
Durante said that he was thirty-foyears old and was married.
His
wife was present at the hearing and
was more nervous than Dorame
himself. He was born at San Mar-- I
rial. Socorro county, and lived In
Tine AUbuquerque-Estanc- ia
Auto- Socorro until about a year ago. Just
mobile company yesterday Informed prior to his coming to Albuquerque
President W. O. TlKht, of the Uni- I he worked for a mining company
versity of New Mexico,
who is at Rosedale, N. M.. cutting wood.
chairman of the committee on en- He lost his leg when quite young in
tertainment for the National Geo- the Santa Fe yards at Man Antonio,
logical society, that the touring N. M., in a railway accident,
cars of the company will be at the j The authorities say that while
disposal of the entertainment com- previously
he has never
been
mittee during the visit of the scien- ' charged with any crime, he has
tists to the city should the committimes been under arrest for ml-- I
tee dmtlre them. The company will nor offenses. He has been under
also furnish chauffeurs to run them. arrest for petty larceny since comThe meeting of ths society will take ing to Albuquorque.
place In Albuquerque the first few Ixtbato Will be Hurled Tomorrow.
days In January. The offer of the
The remains of Augustlno Lobato,
automobile company was gratefully tne man killed, will be burled toreceived by Mr. Tight.
morrow In the cemetery of Ranches
de ) Atrleco.
The funeral will take
a
place
rhe Catholle church of
New York. Dec. 27. Despite
Kanchoa de Atrisco. The remains,
the financial degression. In for- - a which are still. lying at A. Border's
elgn business at this port, the s undertaking parlors, will be conveyyear of 1907 will break all rec- ed across the Rio- Grande to Ran-c-h'
de Atrisco tomorrow morning.
ord.
'
Estimating
the December
year's
4 business
the
business
CHRISTMAS r.VRIKX.
A
11.663,- - s
ill
to
amount
Christmas day this year will long
132,901.. which Is an Increase s
be
remembered by Marcarlo Leyba,
4 over the previous year of $110,- f
who was serving a sentence of eigh
127.325.
The Imports reach the enor- - f teen months imprisonment In the
territorial peu'.teutiary.
He was
moua total of $837. (92, 737. Ths
granted a pardon
by Governor
aggregate
exports
will
tt(5,
a'
Curry in pursuance of a long estab647.175 and duties will amount
I custom of pardo:iintr
t
a i de121, 767,125.
f lish
serving inmate .on Christmas day.
Olsllo

'
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Cauliflower,

h.ini

I.

).!

fresh

ftes hat

ana
tomatoes
h
Richelieu

I

Cal for
wagon will call ft

$8

DRS. COPP and PETTTT.
ROOM 12, N.'T. AAM3JO BLDG- -

'THE BEST ALWAYS"

TRADE
Where

You

Just What

Underwood Typewriter Company
1622 Welton Street, Denver, Colo.

ssssssssts$$$s$$ssss$st

Order

-

.

Fresh,'

Always

N. LINVILLE,

Grocer

SUCCESS
THEY SAX NOTHING SUCCEEDS

You

Get

Promptly, Carefully
Delivered
From a Stock That Is

T- -

LIKE

508 W. Central : 'Pbone 238

SUCCESS.

I SUPPOSE THIS IS TRUE.

BUT IN ORDER TO
HAVE SOME SUCCESS WITH WHICH TO SUCCEED XT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE SOMTO OTHER
THINGS. ONE OF THESE 1$ BRAINS, AND AX.
OTHER IS SOME MONET.'

WE DO NOT FURNISH BRAINS CM SETS, BUT A PERUSAL OF
OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONES TOU
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAT
WARDS SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

TO-

RATES

HOLIDAY

To all points in New Mex-- .
ico and Colorada, also El
Paso, Texas.

IT PAYS' TO ADVERTISE

.

-

......

.

The VisibilityTabulation, and Durability help
mightily to accelerate the speed ofthe UNDERWOOD operator.

ur

f

Dentist

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR.
AN TEED.

The wonderful peed attained by UNDERWOOD
operators is not alone due to the freedom of action
and ease of manipulation of the machine.

.

,

Reliable

srSoii.,si,.

-

sev-jei-

a

;

Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
SI. 50 Bp
Gold Crowns
$a
Painless Extracting
50c

,CT--

age 21 years, and
Elcarla Lopez, age 19 years, both of
Burelas.
A large number
of temperance
workers held a crusade meeting at
the Baptist church this afternoon.
An elaborate musical program was
rendered and several stirring talks
were made. The meeting was held
under the auspices of the Albuquer
que W. C. T. U.
It doesn't come any better than
you get It at the Richelieu Grocery.
tne nrst regular meeting or tne
Bernalillo county commissioners for
the new year Is set for January 6th.
persons holding bills' against , the
county should file them with - the
probate clerk at ' once. ' There will
be a meeting of the probate clerk
on the same day.
Juan Marques, who operates a
buss saw at John 8. Beavens Clark-vlll- e
coal yards, met with a painful
accident yesterday afternoon. While
working about (he saw he accidentally touched the saw and the index
finger of his left hand was taken off at the second Joint,, and t ho
Dr
second finger badly lacerated.
Kelily dressed the wound,
whleh
will not prove serious, further than
the loss of the finger.
California Naval Oranges at the
Richelieu Grocery.
The Pajarlto cublic school gave
a very Interesting entertainment at
the school house Tuesday evening.
The teacher, M's .Grace Newman,
assisted by the pupils, had prepared
program
a .very interesting,
whleh
songs and reciconsisted of niu.-iictations, which they gave ; with, creThe-.- ,
dit' to all concerned.
school
house was well filled with the parents and friends of the children
who were well ., pleased with the
children's efforts. r
Phoenix sweet oranges for holiday
trade at the Richelieu Grocery.
Divine services at Temple Albert
will
commence
this evening at
7:45
which
o'clock.
Thetheme
Dr. Chapman has selected for his
discourse wMl be "The Modern Education of Women." This will be a
sequel io the rabbi's last subject,
which was devoted i to "Woman's
Influence. Her agency In Society,
the Home and the World." All services at the temple are entirely free.
Collections ate never made for any
purpose, and everybody is cordially
Invited and very welcome.
Home more Hream Klips. Everybody likes them. Richelieu Grocery.
An article oontrihuted to the Deon
cember number of "Events,"
'The Woman's Club of Albuquerque," has aroused considerable Interest. The article reviews the history of the club here, and has attracted general attention.
The author of the article Is W. T.
former manager
of the
Evening Citizen, and who is now
engaged In newspaper work in Chicago. He has evidently lost none of
his Interest In Albuquerque and her
welfare and is boosting the city In
shape.
.

the most accurate statistics at hand. This indicates a condition of criminal
carelessness on the part of mine operators that Is little short of cold blooded
murder,
Congress should take some action to safeguard the lives of the men who
pend their days in the bowels of the earth, away from the sunshine and
pure air, digging the hidden wealth of the oountry.
Whatever else may be said of the miners, their occupation Is one that
iur risK ana narasnip, maiuts in me or. a soiaier on campaign, a mere, pass
time. They are entitled to every protection it Is possible to give them and
at that, enough lives will no doubt be lost In mining In this country. '

Jf

Consult

to Tomas h'llva,

ff

upon purchasing

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

:

The
Commercial
As before stated, this paper does not desire to disparage Oklahoma,
club's New
Tear's ball will be held Tuesday
but It takes considerable pleasure in calling attention to the fact that this night
Wednesday
night as
and
not
territory Is fifty per cent better qualified for admission to the union than before stated.
Oklahoma ever was.
Probate' Clerk A. E. Walker this
afternoon Issued a marriage license

ff

r
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HELD WITHOUT

At the same time, there be thoRe who will say, "New Mexico Is not fit

There will be a meeting tonight over the Zeiger Cafe at Second street
and Central avenue, for the purpose of discussing ways and means to conduct
a trade excursion over the Belen cut-o- and on Into the Pecos valley.
It Is up to the business men of Albuquerque In all lines as to whether
f
er not they will enter into active competition with other towns In New Mexico and with El Paso for a trade which will equal' the trade we now receive
from our fertile Rio Grande valley.
Such an
The advisability of a trade excursion needs no discussion.
excursion should be arranged for Immediately and the business men of Albuquerque should take a trip Into the counties to our south and see for themselves the wonderful development that has taken place.
There are thouswhose friendship this city can not too
ands of people along the pew cut-oclosely cement, and whose trade Is worth all it will take to secure 4W- - ... -

Holiday Cutlery

Prices Before Buying

Our

'

Our Cleganf Unm or
AND

for statehood."

Up to Business

Mem

9c Toint
- 8c Joint

;

Mexico.

3

STRONG BLOCK

111

THE ALBUQUERQUE OTOEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latent report by Associated rrera and Auxiliary News Service.

fTCen

1

FURNITURE

li

-

.

THE AIJJUQUEROUE dTIZES IS:
The leading Republican dully and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."

OftCafiotna

INfi

17,

LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?,

50
0

matter Act of Oonpwi of March S, 187S.

Tha only illustrated daily newspaper

HtllHY. PHTKMIim

Rate one and

one-thir-

d

fare

for round trip. Date of sale
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Me4hdrlst Minister Recommends
Chamberlain's Cough Itemed 7.
W
have
Chamberlain's
uaed
Cough Remedy in our home tor aeven
years, and it has always proved to
be a reliable
remedy.
We have
found that It would do more than
the manufacturers claim for It. It
Is espaclaly food (or croup and
whooping cough.
Men's fine piano felt slippers, high
cut with flexible leather soles and a
comfortable as stocking feet, 11.60;
men's opera or Everett slippers,
black or tan. Viol Kid, pretty and
well wearing 11.60 to 12.00 at C.
May's Shoe Store, 314 West Central
avenue.
"Generally debilitated for years.
Had nick headaches, lacked ambition
was worn-oand all
Bur.lock Blood bitters made me a
well woman.'
Mr. Chas. Freiloy,
ut

run-dow-

n.

iicLa all
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water
them, intone 10, cures and prevents constipation. Ask

T7"

Rev. James A. Lewis,
Pastor Mllaca. Minn., M. C. Church.
When you need a good reliable
try Chamberlain's
liniment
Pain
Balm. It has no superior for sprains

and swellings. A piece of dan net
sllghtened
dampened
with
Pain
Bairn is superior to a plaster for
lame hack or pains In the side or
chest. It also relieves rheumatic
pains and makes sleep and rest possible.
For sale by all druggists.

Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30, 31,

'07, and Jan. 1, '08
Final Return Limit Jan.
6, '08
T. E. Purdy, Agent

DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills assessable valuation and It is underrelieve backache, weak kidneys, and stood the matter will be brought to
inflammation of the bladder.
Sold ths attention of the board for adby J H. O'K'tlly.
justment.
The only maner in which the matHOME
MADE CANDIES. ter can be adjusted Is for the conrEE'S
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
gressional act to be repealed.
The average per mile for other asThe reason we do so much ROUGH sessable railroad property, similar to
DRY work Is because wa do It right the Banta Fe Pacific l about 1225.
and at the price you cannot afford to
With the Santa Fe Pacific assessed
have It done at home.
at 1175 per mile, other roads object
to a larger assessment.
IMPERLAL LAUNDRY CO.
CANDIES! CANDIES!! CANDIES!!!
k;;k, rimvn
MtH'nv

err

if

i'x.nv

fn

fhfh
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ARMIJO THINKS LOPEZ IMPORTANT MEETING OF

,

a?

Panic?

COULD

But no one need suffer
as long as be can get

.....

212E. Central, Phone 597

QCOCXXXXXXXXXX3UOOCXXXXXXXJ

Christmas ?
Dinner
Top Notch of the Year"
35 CENTS

Sheriff Perfecto ArmiJo said this
morning that he had reasons to bealia Herlieve that Henjumln
nandez, who Is In the county Jail,
awaiting to be sentenced for murder
In the second degree, couia, 11 n tvnuld rtw some interesting lnforof
tration about the assassination
Col. J. Francisco Chaves.
or
murder
Lopes was found guilty
In the second degree for killing Louis
Pndllla. of Lo Padllla.
.While numerous persons Identify
him no the man who shot Louis Pa
dllla. he. declines to recognise any of
them. He denies that he ever lived
He says that he was
In Los Padilla.
In Texas when the murder was comAttorney
Modesto Ortis,
mitted.
counsel for Lopes, has filed a motion
for a new tru for Lopes, wnicn
oy
wan taken
under advisement
Jufge Abbott.
Sheriff ArmiJo says that the
rrntinda for his belief that Lopes
knows something about the killing of
that informntlon
Col. Chaves are
was furnished him by persons living
such a
at Estancla warranting
The sherlt says that several
people of Kstancla say that Lopes
was In the Plnos wens country
the killing and several times
was seen In company with the parties suspected of the crime. Lopes
Is charged with having committed
several crimes previous to the killing
of Louis Lopez. He was arrested In
Roosevelt county for murder once,
hut a case was not proven against
r
him.

cxxxxxcoDOOoooaaoooocxxxxo

HENRY'S

.

;

Cleaning &nd Pressing
Works v . ; A.
The most
cleaning and pressing
parlors in the city.
J. A. Gardner, Prop,
109-- 1 1 West Silvi r Ave.

ht

Board and Room

$16.00 Up

V

er Month and
by the Week, Day
..or.MeaU

1

.

-

'

-
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.M.E.NORRIS
East Coal Avenue
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C
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WATCH

That He Had
tWled to Idea

toe

i
,

-

Af

SUHpOOt.

mason
Stelner, a brick
living on the north side, complained
to the police at S o'clock this morning that he had been assaulted ana
bis watch was missing.
that
' He said that he had been playing
on north Third
cards In a saloonleaving,
some on"
street, and on
after,
struck htm. Thirty minutes
man on
a
Officer Rossi arrested
south First street answering the
description Stelner gave of his assailant ' This morning In police
court, Stelner failed to Identify the
auapect, and the man , was released.
How Stelner loot his watch remains
a mystery.

WATER

N. B. Our Pfociiplion Dcpartmtnl always in charge
cartful Registered Pharmacists

OF

AN INDIAN

of

JO

ESPECIAL ATTENTION IS ASKED
rOR THE'

For CHristmas

Clearance of Odd Pieces of Furniture

Buyers

;

ALBERT FABER

We have removed from our safes, refinUhed
and placed on sale a fine collection of

Unredeemed Pledges
Almost

In Texas and In the lower Pecos
valley the rates given from other
wholesale points Is prohibitive , to,
Albuquerque wholesalers.
Mr. Arnot said that the Pecos
valley would probably be as far as
Albuquerque merchants could ex
pect to do "business to any considerable extent.
Regarding
the meeting tonight
Mr. Arnot said that It was very lm
Dortant that all Albuquerque bust
nesa men should be .present as well
sthe members of the committees.
The excursion' cannot be made - for
month yet at least If the best- ac
The
corumodatlons are secured.
railroad company .wilt have to hav
hlrty days at least' to arrange for
the excursion. A rate will be ask
ed for and probably granted.
lit'
ase It Is found advisable to ' lake a
''
special train for the trip, several
hours will be spent at each of the
fnwns along the Voute. fIf th num
ber desirous of making the trip is
not sufficient to warrant a special
rain, at several of the towns stops
between trains will be necessary
and in some Instances these stops
will be for many hours owing to
the Infrequency of trains.
'However, I am In favor of the
excursion If the rest are," said Mr.
Arnot "It Is bound to do some
good, we should get In closer touch
with the people along the new road.
We can use their .products and they
can use our gods. We can' take
some souvenirs along and I believe
that the excursion will result In
good both to the people to be visit
ed and the people of Albuquerque."
(Tonights meeting will be called
to order at 8 o'clock.

in)

of jewelry

Style

W

.

Biay.l'wlsti,

Central Avenue.

308-31- 0

wltuIoritliout

.WITH AMPIJB MEANS

DIAMONDS

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Consisting oC

.

RINGS, WATCHES, B11ACKL1CTS. RTTDS, SCARP PINS,
WATCH CHAINS,
MATCH BOXKH, BIUMK'HKS,
NFiCK
CHAINS AND
IOCKKTS, CVFK IUTTONS,
OTHTCU JKWKIJIY - IN IjAUGK VAHIKTY.
WE GKT THKSE GOODS ON LOANS, AT LESS
THAN THK1R REAL VAU'K. AND YOU GET THE
BKNEFIT BY BUYING OF US.

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
'
;
CAPITAL. .
tl 50,000.00
:

Come early. Select your Xmas Purchases and we will
lay the goods away for you till wanted

'

::

.

Officers and Directors!

"'

SOLOMON

.

.

Phone 452

114

W. Central

LUNA, President.

THE

25 PIANOS

W. J. JOHNSON,

OmMt.

Assistant

J.

The engagement of Miss Stella H,
Lewinson,- of this city,, to Henry L.
Weinman, of Philadelphia was an
nounced today. The date set for
the wedding has not been made
pulhllc.
the
H. Lewinson,
Miss Stella
bride-to-b- e
is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Suasman Lewinson, of 623
West Copper avenue, and one of
the most popular young ladles of
Albuquerque.
lr. welnmann is a
brother of J. A. Welnmann, of the
Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
and David Welnmann. of Lewinson
AV
well
known
both
Welnmann.
business men of this city, and him
'banking
engaged
In
self Is
the
being
Philadelphia,
business in
banning
or
a
tne
member
He
Bros.
firm of M. Welnmann
has been a guest of his brothers
here for several months. It was our
lng one of his previous visits to Al
buquerque that he met miss iewin
son.
-

.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Vi

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rei Fllstkota Rss!!

First and Marqoettc

We will reduce our large stock of
Pianos by quoting Bargain Prices
from now until January 1, 1908

Albttqatrqoc, New M,xaa

.

GIVE US A CWI :
To figure on that bill o '
Our lumber comes
mills located In the
timber In New MexV i
A large stock of ."
dimension on hand. v.
the best when' It Is J
It will pay you to 1
.'

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

FROM

-

413;

lc.

nr

iitIug

N. M., Iee. 27.
Miss Cora Marie Arnold,

(Si-lu-

l)

a

handsome woman whose home is In
Denver, was united In marriage here
last Monday evening with Albino
Chavarl, a full blooded Santa Clara
Indian, who wore blankets and moc
casin, and whose face was painted
with the festive colors of red and
yellow, as he Rtood btfore the mln
iter with his bride.
The affair Is the result of a love
aftair extending over three years,
Miss Arnold had frequently visited
this city to meot her Indian lover.
and once only orce" he visited Den
ver.
That time, the newspaper no
toriety he received sent him baclc
pdPt haste t Santa' Clara.
iMIsk Arnold will live with Chavarl
at his big ranch at Santa Clara. He
Is a finely educated
and
Indian
wealthy, owing several large ranches
and several thousand head of fine
cattle besides sheep and horses.
or
Chavarl U also el gobernor
the pueblo, and has full authority In
enforcing the pueblo laws.; He Is
handsome after the Indian fashion.
tall, broad shouldered and dignified.
He says he loves his white bride
and she says she has allways loved
him since she mt him at a Colorado
street carnival a number of"' years
ago.
Chavarl is a graduate or tne car- Rev. Oablno
lisle Indian school.
Ren don, pastor of the Spanish Presnilsolon,
performed
the
byterian
marriage ceremony.
Kama He Young Itofilet Marrtrtl.
A pretty holiday wedding which
took place In Santa Fe was. that of
Mlsg Aubelln
Wins and H. E. Mc- Cullough, at the home of the bride's
Only
sister, Mrs. W. N. Townwnd.
s few intimate friends were present.
The young people had been engaged
for some time, but the date or their
marriage was kept secret. They will
make their home In Kanta Fe. where
Mr. MoCollough holds a federal po
sition.
Waited 5 Years on Ministers.
A Denver dispatch to tne Associat
ed Presa today says:
News has been received here that
Miss Cora Marie Arnold of this city
was married last Monday In Kan la
Fe. to Albino Chavarla, chief of the
anta Clara Indians.
The ceremony was witnessed by the
bride's sister from Denver.
Miss Arnold first met Chavarla at
a Mountain and Plains' festival here
five years ago and Immediately form
ed an attachment for him.
The wedding would have taken
place sooner, but no minister here or
would consent to per
at Santa Fts
form ihe ceremony.
(Miss Arnold Is Che step daughter
of (Jeorge tVllder, who committed
from
suicide In 105. by jumping
a steanuer Into the Gulf of Mexico.
OKTIZ MAY OUST WHITE.
Santa Fe, Dec. 27. (Special).
It is understood that Marcellno Or
legal proceedings
Us will institute
against David M. White, who was
appointed
assessor
on Monday hast
of Santa Fe county by the board or
to succeed
county commissioners
Mr. Ortiz, eleotad to fill, the office.
holding
that the office
the board
heretoore held by Ortiz was va
cant. There ars rumors that Mr.
Ortis and friends may enter the office and oust Mr.' White who has
taken po&naslon of the same.
City Directories may be had at The

C
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Phone 8.
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LOOK!

ESTABLISHED

J

I Schiller new case, only damaged In shipping, regular price $850,
claim now pending with railroad company, see and have it, $240
,.
$S25
1 Oliver, Walnut case, regular $300, special
,
....$270
1 Starr at rent, you know the make
$HK
1 Howard, regular $300, special, at bargain
$50
1 Square Piano, worth $85, special (we need the room)
And many other bargains.
1 Organ, worth $85, special $55.
Remember you don't have to buy and It will be a pleasure In-to
That Is why we say It will pay you to
show you our pianos.
vestigate.
To cash buyers, ten per cent discount for cash.
To those making large monthly payments or a good payment
down wa will offer s, discount from above prices.
Jn talking machines we have $1,000 Invested. Call and hear
Victors and Edisons In
Caruso and the world's greatest singers.
stock. 'You know the prices. We will sell one to you on monthly
payments.

8

Representatives

presents for Christmas and

33

1--

3

50

Interior Piano PIsyers. Kimball, Marshall,
Edison Talking Machines
Call and
Open Evenings

Tar

Tears.

8

Learnard & Lindermann

.y

jfV.
,...5
EXAMINATION FREE

C. H.

Algiers. Dec 17. Albert Ballu,
under whose supervision the historical researches at the ruined city of
an
Tim gad are being conducted,
nounoes the discovery of a larg
square
monastery covering 11,000
Christian basyards, surrounding
ilica. The monastery incloses four
chapels, a cloister with wetl pre- served cells, and a Christian bury-

:.

Victor T

'

bur New Records.

1300

What would 1
priate than C
Call at my offit
you how you t
or mother a p
pair of Glasse
fit correctly.

Carnos, Oph. D.

C00C50CssOC)K300n0

The Lobby

RU1NEDMDNASTERY

W

0000CsOI
FOR CHI

JK
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f heet Musio

09CmO0900909CmO0090 9 09090909090

Look at the prices and examine them; you never had a bigger
Don't
opportunity to buy something of value at so little money.
miss it
h
$5
per
to
50c
$5.00,
ceit disMusic Rolls, special prices from
count; of course, you can afford to buy now.
There is just one more word wa have to say and that Is, call
and investigate our exceptional values.

GREAT

the Only

.

per cent ditcount

EXPLORERS FOUND

.f

882

Everett, Baumei$ter( KimbalL Hal
Sch&effer, Straube.

or more Ideal,

The Square Music Dealers
206 West Gold Ave. Established

1

CHICRERING PL

.

ASK US ABOUT IT

a.-

The IVhifson Musii

Chickerlng Brothers regular $550, left for sale by party leaving
$30
Albuquerque, beautiful oak case

we csn show you
In Guitars and Mandolins
New

,

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Ml' si 'Cora Aniokl or Denver Finally
'!
J us I Annul y -- KIHH
Konuinflu.

Santa Fe,

,

O. BALDRIDGE,

O. R. CROMWELL,

A. M. BLACK WEIii

J

:

.

,

Vice President and Cashier.
WILLIAM McINTOSH,

'

'

VS

-.

W. 8. BTRICKLER,

BRAVE

...1

4

:

Omatia livestock.
Omaha Dec. 27. Cattle receipts.
10c higher.
CARLSBAD PROJECT 1.J0O: Market strong to 4.60;
Texas
Western sixers
$3.00?
Meers $2.75 ii 4.10: range cows and
heifers $1.753.65; canners $1,600
IZ.60W
Lands Will be Irrigated During Pres- 2.25: stockers and feeders
4.25: calves $3 005.25; bulls and
ent Year and TIwumumIa of
stags,' $1.0S3.75:
Acres Will be Fanned.
ttheep receipts 2.000. Market 10c
"!arlshad. N. M.. Dec. 87. (Spe- - higher. Yearlings $4.30 0 4.60:
ewes
prepar
already
ofcU)
Farmers are
$3.364.60; lambs $5.406.80.
m
irrigation
irora
ing their lands ior
Sew York HuK'ka.
ready
Carlsbad dam, which will be IrrigaNew York. Dec. .27. Closing:
to- supply all water needed for
70
Atchison
85
tion during the coming year.
Preferred .. ..
received
been
has
81
notice
Official
New York Central
of the in- Pennsylvania
11014
here from the secretary water
will be Southern Pacific
73
terior to the effect that
118H
distributed by the Carlsbad project Union Pacific
as soon as It is needed by the farm794
Preferred
47
ers.
Amalgamated Copper
26
Thousands of acres will be farmed U. rl. 8.
year that could
87
during the coming
Preferred
not be farmed- - because of lack of
OiifHgn I'rtxluop Market.
Chicago. lec. 27. ('losing:
water heretofore.
Wheat May
106106; July
ARRIVALS.
HOTEL
S.4
May
Corn
RKtf5SH: JUiy s
Alvaradtt.
Oats May 53 4: July 46.
D.
Washington,
C;
May $11.05
F L. Waiker.
Pork Jan. 812.42H;
H. Becker. Denver: R. W. Kenght.
Jan. $7.63 ; May IT.sO.
Iird
Denver; H. J. Hagerman, Roswell.
Ribs Jan. $6.65; May $7.02.
flilcuro livrxtoek.
Chicago, Dec. 27 Cattle receipt
C. V. Staf- 8.500.
J L. Clark,Fe;Helena;
Market steady. Beeves $3.4
Mrs. V. Lopes, N.
ford. Santa
$1,204?
heifers
6.15: cows and
Y.; P. J. Dugan, Gallup; J. Blbo, 4 65; Texans $3.1003.90:
calves $5.00
Bernalillo, N. M.; T. P. Tolle, Gal- tit. 75; westerns $3.3004.75; stocK
lup; B. J. Macey, Engle, N. M
am anil feeders 1 2. 85 ft) 4.25.
receipts 11,000. Market
Sheep
Grand Central Hotel
year
Westerns $2.004.65;
O Baca, Santa Fe; A. Mares. San- steady.
lambs
$4.25S$.60
lings
$4.5095.25;
Vegas;
Las
Longan,
B.
H.
ta Fe;
westerns 14.25 U 6. U.
Mrs. J. Smith and daughter. Chicago
stockers and feeders
L. Gommer, Memphis, Tenn.; G. W. $2.0033.20:.
cal
IS OOiDt 25: bulls $2.5003.75:
Turner, El Paso.
ves 13.50 & 6.60; western steers $3.60
(old)
Craig.
2.000.
Market
recelDts
Sheeo
111..
Jerseyville,
Wm. Msnnlng.
strong.
Muttons $2.75 4.50: lambs
Wm. Barney, Santa Fe.
$3,609
$5,254(6.25; range wethers
5.00; fed ewes 3 004.20.
CHRISTMAS TREE BURN ED.
New York Money Market.
Christmas celebration
lA pleasant
on
New York. Dec. 27. Money
Mrs. A. B.
at the home of Mr. and was
firm, 10 18 per cent; prime
call,
marred
Renehan. in Santa Fe.
paper 7Vijs per cent.
Wednesday evening. A blaze start- mercantile
Ni-York Mcutl Market.
ing from a lighted candletree,totally
(New
Dec. 27. Lead steady
York.
and
destroyed tueir Christmas
easy, 13
action $3. 50$. 60; lake copper
It was only through prompt
silver 62 c.
damage was not done.
that further
IjYeKx'k.
KaiMiu fltr
R IS. Hardlnge and Mrs. Renehan
27. Cattle re
Kaniiaa Cliv.
suffered
were the onlv means whopaioXul
celpts
l.ouu.
Htrtei sieaay. oouuieru
Is
r,v
wMfh though

i'i.

Busiest Drug House between Denver and Los Angeles

-

BRICKLAYER

i

J. H. O'Reilly Company

David Anderson.
David Anderson, a native of Scotland, 64 years old, died from a cancer of Ihe stomach at his home, 103
east Silver avenue at V o'clock this
morning alter an extended illness.
Funeral arrangements have not
been made as yet, but It is thought
that It will be held Sunday. The
deceased had been a resident or Aland
buquerque for twelve years,
from Scotland
came to America
thirty-eigyears ago. David Anderson, a son who Is an employe of
the Santa Fe at Han Marclal, N. M..
ha been notified of his father's
death.
Jtxonhla Oonzalm.
iosephla Gonzales, a member of
of Old
a well known native family
away
this
passed
Albuquerque.
morning at the age of 60 years, ths
age.
cause of her death being old
The funeral will take plaice from
vgan Felkpe- de
'church .of
the old Sunday
morning
at 8:30
Nerl
o'clock. Interment will be made at
cemetery.
Sajita Barbara
WHITE WOMAN WEDS
'

4

over from the holiday stock
that we are closing out for
almost nothing. We have
not room here to tell of
of them all.

20 per cent for cash

The plan for the proposed trade
business
excursion of Albuquerque
Fe cut-of- f,
men over the Santa
which will be proposed at the meet
ing of committees to beheld
tn?s
evening over Zelger's cafe, will outline a pilgrimage of several days'
duration.
George Arnot. manager of the lo
cal house of the wholesale business
of Gross, Kelly & Co.r who is deeply
interested, said this morning that at
least three days should be spent on
the trip. Owing to the newness of
the country and the newness of the
be
towns at which stops should
made a Pullman car or two Pullman cars, or a sppeclal will be necessary for the comfort and convenience of the Journey.
be
At least four days should
spent at the towns between Albu
querque and Texlco, which will be
about as far ns Albuquerque mer
chants can expect to do very mucn
business under the present

oe-fo- re

dooooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxocxxj

There are many things left

'

Libbey's Rich Cut Glass

sus-nlrlo- n.

Columbus
Hotel

PAOK FWsV

Hand Painted China and

Ipe.

FRENCH
BAKERY

-

TIGS

BUSINESS

;

Convicted Murderer Might Be Arrangements for Trade Ex
cursion Over Belen Cut-Of- f
Able to Solvo Col. Chaves
In Hands of Committees.
Assassination Mystery.

NONE BETTER
-

TELL

CTTIZKEL

'We are laking1 our, annual inventor)', and in order to
reduce stock ' to lowest possible limit, will discount our beau' '
tiful line of

HEVOULD

IF

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes
'i.i

EVENING

ALBUQUJKRQUE

FRIDAY, PWKMHFJl t7. 107.

00OsKMbOOI
Fine Winet, Liq

When the Stomach, Bean, or Kid
H. H. SamtMBV Prop.
ney nerves get weak, then these or
gans always fall. Don't drug the
115 West Central Jive.
Free Lunch D
stomach, nor stimulate th Heart or
Kidneys. That Is simply a make m0909090909090m09090909090 9 090909090m
shift. Get a prescription known to
Druggists everywhere as Dr. Snoop'- Restorative. The Restorative la pre
DR. C. H. CONNER
pared expressly for these weak In
side nerves. Btrengtben these nerves, O0TKOPATHIG
MYICIAN AND
build them up with Dr. K hoop's Re
storative tablets or liquid and see
Dlmmmf
Free All Cmrmbl
h.ow quickly help will come.
Trafd. GROCERY
sample tent sent on request ty
Mm Chmrf tor fmtiltsttm.
w. '.
4
: Snoop,
Racine, wis.
lour he A It
Mattenccl
M. T. ArIJo Building
lis surely worth this simple test. Sold

Choi

ir
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ALBtJQUEiKjmc

PAPER BY PROF.

MILLER TO
TEACHERS
Aathematlcs
Schools

In Secondary
How They Are

Presented.
Tli following Is a paper read by
Prof. J. A. Miller, principal of the
Albuquerque hlfth school before the
Territorial Educational
association,
In session at Santa Fe:
"MatlHiiiaiire
Kooondary
in the
S4km1h, What, How Much,
How PrewnUtl."
In the subject aiwlfmed me I have
in effect ben requested in propose
H couree of study
In
high school
mathematics and recommend
the
method or methods to be followed In
Us presentation.
Under existing circumstance it seems both desirable
ano necessary that my treatment of
thtt subject bn made concise and
I
somewhat sreneral In character.
shall accordingly endeavor to suggest
raiher than prescribe, to make my
outline broad enough to In nowise
conflict with that individuality
of
thr teacher which 4s desirable and
yet explicit enough to clearly convey
my meaning.
, It la not necessary to defend the
rlxht of mathematics to a place In
the hlgti school course of study. Even
before Xenocratea called it the handle by which we get hold of philosophy mathematics played an important part in schools both aa a disciplinary study and as a. very practical
one. In arranging a course of study
' for a high school it is essential
that
we keep before us at least two facte:
First, that the highest aim of secondary education is that of development and culture and, second, that
amidst the activities of this present
century that culture which serves its
possessor most leans strongly toward
the practical. This latter idea, that
of practicability is offensive to the
established Ideas of a few teachers
nd yet 1t has probably more than
that of culture value determined the
present day course as recognized in
accredited schools.
iSo strong Is the tendency to make
broad the field of electlves and so
numerous are the subjects
which
now clamor for recognition, that the
mlscroscope of practicability is kept
In constant use. No subject Is today
permitted to hold a. place in an accredited course for Its educational or
culture value alone. It must in addition show a natural correlation to
some other subject or line of subjects. Thome subjects
which are
deemed necessary to a student for
the better understanding or other
subjects in the same course or which
make poyetble a greater achievement
r more extended acquisition are favored; and especially is this true if
the mental discipline called for in
their maatery is great. Each proposed subject must wait on the threshold until we find answers to the following, "t what use is It?" "Win it
assist me in the future, both in
anschool and out." KaiLsfactody
swers to these queries can be found
In fundamental purpose of mathematical study. The place or such
study In the secondary schools is assured in that it is an essential tool
used in gaining and fixing knowledge.
The chief practical value of the
branches of mathematical study included In a high school course lies
In their application to the physical
Physics
and mechanical sciences.
for example is in almost its entire
course applied mathematics. In varying degree the same may be said of
chemistry and astronomy.
The task now presenting Itself Is
that of determining what branches
of mathematics will best serve the
'tslred ends, best meet the teat of
ectiveness. For the purpose of this
j:er the task la undertaken only
so far as It applies to required
(thematic, on the supposition only
far as it applies to required,
shematies. on the suppostlon that
t few if any schools In the terrl-- y
are In a position to offer much
vtion here.
The division of this great subject
.o three parts supposed to corres-n- d
to the three divisions of school
. the grades, the high school and
college or university, differing in
age men t. methods and alms and
widely in
tb teachers differing
tparation for the . work results In
great waste of teaching energy.
Us is to be deplored and to me it
ms strange that school represen-Jve- a
do not get together on this
Int concerning which there seems
be such unanimity of opinion and
irrange the entire- - course. This,
wever , is not the task assigned
Consequently what follows is
ed on the assumption that we are
iv.g with students who have en-e- d
the tvtgh school as moat of
ni do enter, having had a tortile course in practical arithmetic
I nothing else in the way of math-atlc- s.
Understand, I do rot
this condition of affairs, but
i facts being as stated we have a
Klition and not a theory to meet.
The French proverb. "Everybody
own more than anybody,"
seems
pMcable
here.
Those branches
nich according to the best present
age are required for admission to
jlitK-schools ara
and scientific
robably so required because experl-HCf- c
has proven their desirability. A
!mmlttee of the American Mathe-taticSociety to report to the
fathematical Conference of the N.
1. A. on
college entrance requlre- lents specified as generally recog- lsed the fallowing;:
.1
.Rlementary Algebra.
2. Plane Geometry.
; 3.
eiolld Geometry.
4. Plane Trigonometry.
K.
Advanced. Algebra.
The nrst three named, elementary
gebra, plane and solid geometry.
required as prerequisites to al- lost ail courses; the last two, plane
Hgonometry and advanced algebra,
re required In certain scientific and
The first three
schiilcal courses.
ien ars the branches which must he
resented in the secondary schools
pd should be required of all Bluer! t.
The other two are desirable
no should be offered wherever a
ifitctent leaching force and other
permit.
I
nt rolling factors will
ould suggest that they be offered
In the senior year, one
) elective
mester each, the election to be renrequirements as to
ted byIn such
class time, etc. as the en-- n
nVer
several schools
merit of the
le necessary.
he "How Much" or each hse not
as
n so arbitrarily established
the subject it keif. The
for algebra ts that
through
covered
be
subject

quadratics. This Is a requirement so
general that 4t permits not a little
private Interpretation not only on
the part of one preparing a course
f study but on the part of the
teacher as well. Many are content
la follow whatever text book
has
ben adopted and thus relieve themselves of all responsibility in the
matter.
When we reflect, however,
that text books, like political platforms are often compiled with a view
of making them include nil that any
one might desire, the undesirabillty
of such a course becomes apparent.
Theaverage text in algebra Includes
more than an elementary course. As
a rule Is does not need to be amplified. In most cases a little blue penciling judiciously
praotlced
will
prove beneficial.
Let us then formulate our course
more specifically. First by prescribing more or less definitely what is to
bo attempted In high school algebra,
and, second, by pointing out topics
frequently Included In text
boks
but which would better be excluded
from the required course In algebra. First then, what attempt, and
we list the following:
Definitions.
The four fundamental
operations
for rational expressions.
Factoring, Including the determining of the H. C. F.
I C. M. by
factoring.
Fractions, including complex.
Equations of the first degree, both
numeral and literal, containing one
or more unknown quantities.
(Problems Involving such equations.
Involution, including the use of
the binomial theorem.
Evolution, including square and
cube root.
(Radicals.
Exponent?,
Including
fractional
and negative.
Quadratic equations. Including sim
ultaneous quadratic.
Problems involving such equations
Second, what exclude:
Complicated factoring.
H C. F. by the long division pro
cess.
Complicated fractions.
Proof of the binomial theorem.
Involving
Simultaneous equations
more than three unknown quantities.
Roots other than square and cube
and roots readily extracted thmurh
these.
To complete the course as thus
outlined will require a year and a
half of forty-foweeks. Any attempt to cover the ground In less
time Is almost sure to result in de
sultory work and a consequent lack
of thoroughness. No one teaches algebra as an end in Itself but rather
as a means by which desirable ends
are made possible. To do this work
carelessly and superficially, to neglect the urlll and practice
which
alone can result In efficiency, Is to
imen ones sen to tne man who would
make a desirable and much needed
cutting tool for delicmte work but
who pronounces It finished while yet
it lacks both temper and edge.
But passing this we turn to ths
subject which at this point very appropriately
presents
Itself,' plane
geometry. I am one of the many who
yet believe that this is the proper
ur
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Independently. It seems trite to say and charities; and corrections
and
that the mind acquires knowledge labor organisations of the state are
only by Its own activity, that the fighting a clause in one of the Juvetask of the student Is not to learn nile court bills Introduced
in
the
proofs but to prove, not to memor- legislature, which .provides a miliise processes In algebra but to learn tary school for training Juvenile ofprinciples, make them his by ssslm- - fenders, and they are favoring Inllation and use them In logical rea- stead the clause in another bill prosoning.
viding for an industrial
school
training. The district manager of
Then by way of recapitulation.
AsMimlng a previous knowledge
of the Order of Railway Telegraphers
practical arithmetic, we woulu re- and other high officials of the telequire a year and a half in algebra, graphers' and railway
employes'
followed by a year in plane geometry unions are here lobbying for the
r
day bill.
and a half year In solid. If conditions passage of the
permit add a half year of plane trlg-o- They are demanding, however, an

the teacher vary the order of presentation from that of his text with-- ,
out serious Inconvenience. The question has been raised whether or not
loci problems and .the theory of lim
its should be included In the high
school course. While these subjects
do not lend themselves to practical
application In the sciences and mechanics to the same extent as do
other more general ones. I do not se
how they can be omitted from the
course without seriously handicapping the student in his understanding of many Important propositions.
It is well to keep before the mind
the fact that the knowledge acquired
from a course In geometry Is of but
secondary value to the great majority of those who pursue the subject
and with it the additional fact that
this subject presents the first and
usually the only course In close and
exect reasoning with which any considerable number of them will ever
become acquainted. The student, who
from precept, from example, by imitation and by practice has acquired
the habit of seeking a reason for
things, who has developed the ability
to reason out sound and logical deduction for himse.l has gained more
than knowledge, he has gained power. A teacher of geometry should
principles
then have for guiding
those laid down by Pascal, "To leave
no obscure term undefined; to assume nothing not perfectly evident;
to prove everything at all doubtful;
by reference to admitted principles."
The third division, of my subject,
"how presented," has already been
I consider it
somewhat anticipated.
to
neither advisable nor profitable
Not bedwell long on this topic.
'
cause method Is an unimportant
thing to consider but because its importance la so great and of such
bearing that any consideration of it
in this manner can scarcely be expected to bear fruit. The good teacher or mathematics will not use my
method, your method, or that of
any one else exclusively. As occasion demands he will make use of the
good features of any or all.
But
whatever the method the aim should
always be the same, that of developing in the pupil the ability to think

Phone 878
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metry and an additional hnlf year

amendment

OKLAHOMA
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pending

bill,

We will Call for and Deliver Your Horse

Satisfaction Guaranteed

j. korber & CO.

O'RIelly.

OFFICIALS

WANTED T Tou can get It through
this column

214 N. Second, Albuquerque

CAN'T GET ALONG
The Governor and tlie Attorney
General are at Outs Executive
Commits Itreadi of Official
Etiquette.
Guthrie, Okla. Dec. 27. Attorney
General Charles J. West has not yet
received official notice of the passage of any of the bills during the
prehollday session of the legislature,
tlthough the request that this be
done was made by him to the adThe breach is continministration.
uing to widen between the attorney
general and the administration, and
Is now nearlng the inpassable stage.
that W. C.
It Is now understood
Hughes of Oklahoma City, & member of the constitutional convention
and a close friend of Gov. Haskell,
created
will have an attorneyship
for himself soon along the same
Cassidy
O.
Edward
of
as
line
that
of Shawnee, atorney for the School
wMl
Land Leasing hoard. Hughes
be attorney to the State Corporation
attorneyships,
These
commission.
inalthough they were originally
tended to be under the direction of
the atorney general's office will be
separate and distinct because of
Judge
Haskell's falling out with
West.
enThat the BIWups prohibition should
forcement is too drastic and present
not become the law in its
form was the declaration of Dr. A.
8. Riddle of Chickasha, one of the
representatives from Grady county.
"I am agalnstthe bill," he said.
"As passed by the senate it will
never become the law. When the
house gets through amending It It
win be scarcely recognisable." Dr.
as
Riddle also expressed himself
against the enforcement commission
created by the bill and the search
of house without warrants.
The state departments of labor

I!

IDEA

Theater pooooooooooooo

Elks'

NEW YEAR'S

' JANUARY

I

Matinee and Night
Tlie Musical Event of tlie Season

Cheridah Simpson

Grand Canyon and Return

Aod company of Seventy in
Tlie Aristocrat of Comic OOpera.

RED
The Titan of Chasms : Nature's Masterpiece

FEATHER
Music
Book-nChar-

les

Lyrics

Reginald DeKoven.
Klein.
Chas. Emerson Cook.

Why visit the Alps, when Nature's Greatest
Wonder is less than 500 miles from home?

Stop over and visit the
Petrified Forest

.

Special Orchestra.
Direction of Jos. M. Gaites.

Tickets on sale Jan. 1,2, and 3

ELKS' THEATRE

Return limit 30 days from date of sale. Stopovers in either
direction. Call at ticket office for full particulars.

One Night Only
Monday, Dec, 30

T. E. PURDY.

f

Follow the Crowd

to the

PSVCHOIjOGISTS. WHO MAKE A BUSINESS OF SORTING
OUT IDEAS AND SPYING INTO THE WAYS THEY ARE
BORN, SAY THAT AFTER YOU PASS THE AGE OF
ABOUT TWENTY. YOUR
DAYS ARE ETERNALLY
OVER. IF YOU ARE STILL ON THE TENDER SIDE OF'
THIS AGE AND ARB WISE YOU MAY WISH TO
READ THIS STATEMENT AGAIN.
NOW THE ALBUQUERQUE CTTJZEN CARRIES IDEAS IN
STOCK.
WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHO THEIR
PARENTS ARE, IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. SOME
OF THEM RUN ALONG THE LINES OF BUSINESS
BUILDING AND TRADE GETTING. THESE IDEAS WILL
BE SOLD, LEASED OR RENTED TO THE PUBLIC. FOR
CASH OR ON THE INSTALLMENT FLAN. '
THEY KEEP A YOUNG FELIOW AROUND THE OFFICE,
' M PAY MIM EVERY WEEK. TO DO NOTHING HUT
LOOK AFTER THE ADVERTISING.- - THERE IS NOTHING
HE LIKES BETTER THAN 'IX) HAVE SOME ONE COME
IN AND SAY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND B50.0O
EVERY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH YOU WOULD
TAKE THE WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS. AND RUN IT AS
YOU THINK BEST. I HAVE OTH"-'.MATTERS TO
CARE FOR, AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW' MORE ABOUT
,
IT THAN I. ANYWAY."
' V'
r
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN nAVE
ALREADY MADE Sl'CII ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
IMHNG IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT." WHO
ATTEMPTS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING. FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER CHANNEIjS, INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY T11AT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
AIJUQI.ERQUE CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS Rl'N, ILAS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRECT. IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO BOOT. BUT WHEN'
RESULTS ARE SUCH AS THIS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE
THE FIRST MAN IN TOE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
S
GLEAN
THE STUBBLES. DUKE, THE TOBACCO KING, IN OON V EI tSATION
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE A BLIND MULE AND
TEN IH)LLARS.
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
IMtLLARS, BIT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MIIJION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY NO M AN IN ALBUQUERQUE
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING THAN MR. DI KE,
AND THERE IS NO REASON WHY ANY MAN WITH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF THE SAME BUSINESS .
FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS WELL. IF THERE IS,
STATE IT TO YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED. IT IS AN OIJ SAW.
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAYS:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"
IN

THE

ISSUED
WHEN

PEOPLE

ALBUQUERQUE
AT

AN

HAYE

W

BOBBY BURNS BRIGADE

k0p rrytbtng la ttk 10 eatflt tat
omplmtt
most
fsstldJous bar

MONTEZUMA .TRUST'. CO.

CRYSTAL THEATRE

ALBUQUERQUK

120 W. Geld Avenue
GENERAL

NEW MEXICO

fa

lO
CENTS

ADMISSION

Capital end surplus, sicu.ooo

Moving Pictures
ANO

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Illustrated Songs
One show every afternoon.
Two shows Tuesday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
Two shows every night.
Matinpes
Ladlos Souvenir
Every
Tii outlay and IViday.
Clilldrcna Candy Hatlnee Saturday.
Change of programs Thursday and
Mondays.
A few choice front seats at 20
cents.

HOUR

TIME TO READ

BUILDERS'
ter.
Etc.,

J.

AND

FINISHERS

SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumber. Sli- Paint None Bet.
Building Paper, Plaster, Lime, Cement, Glasa, Sash, Doors, Ktc,

Etc

423 South First

C. BALDR1DCE

FSROT NATIONAL BANK
OF

Albuquerque. New Mexico

DECEMBER 3, 1907.

United States Depository

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock
'..HI 00,000.00
Deposits

"'

Setts on talc si MiUon'i Bookstore Friday,
Dec 21, at 8 o'clock

CITIZEN

Profits
Circulating Currency

'
;

Have Ixvn appointed exclusive agent In the Southwest for Jos. S.
fSchlltz, Win. Iemp and St. IjouIs A. 11. C. Breweries: Yellewtone,
Cireen River, W. II. Mo Brayer'a CWlar Brook, Ixmls Hunter, T. J
Monarch, and other brands of wtUukies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Issued to dealers only.

AND

The State National Bank of Albuquerque
Loans
$515,750.77
United States Bonds
105,750.00
Banking House (Zieger bldg) 36,000 00
Fixtures, Vaults, etc
5,489.91
Cash
216,518.88
$879,509.56

'

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

20 Big Song Hits 20

statement; of condition of

RESOURCES!

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

BUSTER
BROWN

LATE-COMER-

ADVERTISE

D. Eakin, President
G. CUoral, Vice President.

Successors to
BIELIXI & EAKIX, and BACITECHI & GIOMI
WMOLKBALM DKALKKB IN

Hit. Great Cast. Beauty Chorus

,

J.

Consolidated Liquor Company

By R. r. OUTCAULT
Latest Edition of the Universal

.

Agent

Musical Comedy

G

II

Record-Makin- g

--

I

!

vi

m

ABOUT THR RAREST THING THAT KVER HAPPENS IX
THIS OLD WORLD OP OURS, IS THE BIRTH OF A
NEW IDEA, AND THE FORTTNATK POSSESSOR OF A FIVE
LARGE ONE IS WORTH MORE TO HIMSELF AND 3IORE TO TICS
WORLD THAN THE SANTA FE RAILROAD.

IDEA-BEARIN-

HI DAY. DECKMBKU 37. 1H)7.

I HORSESHOEING

to the
idly.
of more advanced algebra as electlves claiming It has the same loopholes
In the senior year. A good text book as the Texas law along the
same
As to Just what the course In either plane or solid geometry shall be will serve as a general outline in line.
subject
an
enthusiastic,
and
each
there Is given but little room for individual opinion. It Is here as in conscientious and competent teacher,
KGTHI. is offered on a guaranteed
to be plan for the relief c? heart burn,
Caesar, Cicero and Virgil not so much able to survey the whole fieldpresent
The covered not only in the
a question of what as how.
flatulence, sour stomach, belching of
usual theorems and problems of good course but in that which must follow ens, nausea, and all stomach troutext books are recognised as the will determine the method.
bles. It digests what you eat. It will
make you healthy. Sold by J. H.
standard of requirement; neither can

BORN-A- N

?

en-.'-

to the
time for its Introduction
course.
It should not precede algebra, should not be Introduced simultaneously with algebra, but should
I am well aware that
follow,
in
snnie sections such a ctatement would
stir up lively opposition. Whether or
not that will be the effect here remains to be seen. Of course. It is
possible to develops these two subjects In parallel courses throughout,
but I fall to see any advantage which
is not more than offset by the disadvantages of such arrangement.
if
more could be said. In support of
such n plan and less In opposition
to It, it would gain ground more rap-

evening

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, J 907

33,940.23
100,000.00
645,569.33

RESOURCES
Loans and Discount
$1,74.8!J.
Bonds, Securities and Real Estate..
U. 8. Bond
JOS, 000. 00
Kxchange
4(5,114.40
Cash in Vault
S4, 131.61
Cash Resources
1,17,46.91

tl.iii.lt

$879,509.56

Totals'.
O

0OK)4Kr3KC0K)KJt

....

$J,005.60.6S

LIABILITIES
Capital and Surplus
Circulation
Deposits

Totals

I

2S3.65S.01

200.000.00

3,553.037.

CO

..J,005,90.IJ

CITIZCT.

'ALBUQUERQUE
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New Mexico Bills:
In Congress Ij
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RAIDED

BY POLICE

CLASSIFIED ADS

Italians WW Teaching Youths the
I n of the MllHtto lliaca
Hand lit Work.

Pa.. Tee. 27. A SQUfld
II. It. 7S4, REFERENCE- TO
by
aided
detectives.
of
Plttihurr
INDIAN DEPREDATIONS
forty detectives from all part of the
country, thin afternoon raided a black
hand headquarters si i iay aney,
A bill to amend an act entitled "An In the heart of the Italian quarter.
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. M. SHKIHDAN, M. I.
Homeopathic Physician and Snrgeon.
Ovchlntallsro Building.

TolilHne

Highland Livery
RAM BROOK BROS.
Phone
119 ,t(lin fit.
Saddle horses a specialty.
Best
drivers In the city.' Proprietors oS
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
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DR. F. J. PATCmX
P1iylcian anil Surgeon.
Kflif over Vann Drug Store. Office bouvri
to 13 a. in., 9 to ft, and
7 to 8 r. in,
n.
of floe 441, restt(i.
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M. L. SCHUTT

P.MATTEUCCI
STORE

SHOE

AND

LAWYERS

REPAIRS

tl9 Sooth lad Stroot
Best remedy for m 01 Vi e rw to use Is
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
tastes nearly as good as mable sugar.
it contains no opiates. Sold by J. H.
!:j,"i':Blli3I
O'Rleiiy.

Moat Market

IR. M. BOND
All Klmkj of Fresh and Salt Meat
Attorney
at Lew.
t
Men in battnaire rttctory.
EMIL KLIEXWOHT
PciihIoiis, Land Patents. Copyrights,
Building, North Third tit reel
Masonlo
Caveats, IjetftT Patents, Trade
Murks, Claims.
32 F. street, N. M. WaHhlngton, D. C. KXXXXXXXXXXXI.XXXXIXZXXXXJH

Geo. C. Bowden, of Little Rock. Ark., bus used Chaiulierluin's Couch
Remedy in his family for many years, and is seldom without it in the
bonne. He says: " Chamberlain's Conga Remedy hit proved a jrreat
relief tr our boys in their throatand lung tToublea, A few dimes of it will
ward oft a threatened attack of croup, and a bad cold U quickly cured by
its nse. I take pleasure in recommending It." The prompt cure of colds
and croups effected by this preparation, the fact that it can always be deto take and contains no opium, chloroform or
pended upon, is plea-tau- t
other objectionable draff, has made it a favorite with the parent of vonnfr
children. When you have a cough or cold, try it and see for yourself what
an excellent medicine it is. Price, 25 cents. Large size, 50 cents.
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Office with W. B. Clilldera,
117 West Gold Avenue.

CABINET MAKING

. UPHOLSTERING

New Foinlturf, Matresses and Cushions Madeto
Order. All kinds of Repairing Neaily Done.)

Furniture Packing

First Class Work Guaranteed

ANDERSON & SCHICK

624 West Central

F

Telephone 307
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DAVIS A ZEARINC
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
309 W. Gold Ave.
Rooms 12 and 11, Cromvtell Block, MTrillXXXXXIXXXXXXIirTYTT
Albuiicrque, JV. M. Phone 130,
A. E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
217 Wet central Avenue.

sal Safi

PWs-S- iiri

O'RIiXaLY

CO.

Direct Route
The Mining Camps of Colorado,
L tali and Aevada; to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo Is yi tbsr

UNDERTAKERS

D e n vc r & Rio G ra n do

UNDERTAKER.

RAILWAY

VETERINARY

Children Like

Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping

INSURANCE

ALL THE TIME

Relieves Colds by working them cut
of the system through a copious and
healthy action el the bowels.
Relieves coughs by cleansing the
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.
"As pleatant to the taste
as Maple Sugar"

OUTFITTERS

Attorney-at-La-

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

Keriiiedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup
n

HOME

THOS. K. D. MADDISOX

BORDERS.

9

BEI.DEX
Veterinary.

402 South Kdllh

If You Want A
Plumber

Dec. 26 to 28,

1907
Tickets on sale Dec. 1 to
28, return limit Dec. 30

H

RATE

$4.15

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

r.
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Architect,
Phone

1221 South Walter.
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KOCGU DRY.
Do you know

what this means? If
not auk our drivers to explain It to
jroa.

i
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Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors op
posite the Alvarado and next door to
St urges' cafe. Is prepared to glva
thorough scalp treatment, do ' hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and In
growing nails.
She gives maaKage
Mil,
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of com
plexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, ana is
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cur"
and prevents dandruff and hair f.
Ing out; restores Ufa to dead- hi
removes moles, warts and superflui
Dy viura
'
hair. Massage treatment
machines. For any blemish of i
face call and consult Mrs. Bainbln:
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Dr. King';

Nov; Discovery
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Evoiy Wemaa
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Standard Piumblng&Heatina Co

CinltUru.
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IV.

right.

PUfiOY, Agant

DRESSER AXD
DIST

Plione 403.

MISCELLANEOUS

Our work it at our name
implies, and our charges are
i

T.

--

DR. H. D. PETTI I'OIlD
Veterinary.
Obstetrics
Practical Therapeutics,
and Surgery on Horses, Cattle, Sheep
Office with
HofFs. Dogs and Cats.
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 North
4(0. Hospital
and
Third. Phone
Residence. 733 Bouth Walter. Kesl
420,
denee phone,

jj

SANTA FE, N. M.

G

HAIR

SurK7 and IxtHiatry a Speialty.

New Mexico

Educational
Association

Tlirough Ute fertile San Luis Valler.
ax'io to ue ban aiuan county oi
rauo.
For Information as to rules, ,
service, descriptive literature,
call on or address
K. II. McBRID?
Agent, Santa Ful ti.
S. K. HOOPER,
G. P.
T. A.. Denver. Colo.

WTIXIAM

Annual Meeting

)

JAP-A-LA-

THIRD STREET

FRENCH A ADAMS
UNDERTAKERS.
EmlwJmlng a Specialty.

INCREASING IX VALCE STEADILY. 1ft TO SO PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL 8TONES WE
WILL SELL AT LOWER PRICES
TILAX THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AI
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door Bouth of Drug Btoae.

C. BOWDEN.

.

40S Watt Railroad Avaaaa

R, W. D. RYAX
TOTI a QUADI
Attorney at Law,
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Office, First National Bank Building.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquor
AiDuquerque. rt. ai.
ana cigars.
Place your , oraera
for this line with us.
E. W. DOBSOX
NORTH THIRD ST.
Attorney at Lnw.
Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. M.

Green Front
105 North First Street

SONS OP OEOROE

Don't Forget The

Thos. F. Keleber

For Rent

m

an

Second Street between Central
, Copper Avenue,

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. S.
a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
Office hours,
1:30 to ft p. m.
DEVOES READY PA1XT
Appointments made by mall.
One Gnllon trovers fl0 Square Feed
S0A Went Central Ave. Phono 456.
PALMETTO ROOK PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lats live Years.

De-Wit- t's

Formula

Cured of Colds and Croup by
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.

SALE, FEED AXD
THAXSFKU STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.
BEST TOURiN'OUTS IN THE C1TI

DR. J. E. CRAFT
ALBUQUERQUE FLAKING !.!!LL
Rental Surgery.
Rooms 3 and 3, Harnett Building, THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CITY.
Over O'ltlclly's Drug store.
When In need of sash, door, fraiites)
ApMlntmentA nimle by mail.
etc. Screen work a specialty. 401
Phone 741.
South l'1rK street- - Telephone 433.

-

Dr. Vaucaire's

a4f
& Co.

hom

L1VKRY,

-

A. MONTOYA

aO0nd

M.

W. L. TK1MBLE

DENTISTS

I0J0IT

.

U BVRTOX.

Physician ami Knrgcon.
Highland Office. 410 South Walter
Street. Phone 10.10.
1HS. BKONSOX & BROXSOX
and SurHomcopjwlilo Physicians
geons. Over Venn's Drug Store.
Phone, Offloa and Res.. 628.

I --

COST I'RICE.S

Lmdlo' Tailoring ana

DR. It. L. HCST
Physician and Surgeon.
Booms 6 A 7. X. T. Arm ijo Building.
SOLOMOX

CARDS

All.

THROAT

loPJoa

' TiWButUsrtMl
ANOluNGTROUBLtS.

QUARANTKED BATISt ACl0i4i j
Oft MONEY EXTUNDELD,

"

i

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

r FACE riGItT.

CITIZENl.

.

Hp.

W. J. Johnson, assistant csshier
of the Hunk, of Commerce, Is In Las
t'rures on business.
M. R. Mlrabal. Of Peralta. spent
Tuesday In the city on business,. and
left for his home this morning-'M. 11. Dtero, register of the United
Stxtes lnnil office In anta Fe, Is In
the city visiting with his family.
O M. llaht, president of the Normal school at Silver Cliy, Is attend-lui- f
the educational meeting at 8untu

YOU FORGOT

Ke.

Hon. and Mrs. XV. S. Hopewell, nf
Albuquerque, aro spending the week
at the Hopewell ranch near Hllls-bor-

some of your friends before Christmas anil you
lomt present you did not expert You can easily square
yourself by buying a pair of our dainty slippers or shoes and send,
ing them as a New Tear's gift.

o.

to remember

Deputy t'nlled States
Marshal
Harry Cooper went to Gallup this
afternoon on the California limited
to serve papers.
Col. R. K. Twitchell, secretary of
the National Irrigation congTetw, re
Veg-aThursday
turned to 1m
morning.
H. J. Hagerman,
of
New Mexico, arrived In the city this
morning from Uoswell over the San
ta Fe cut-of- f.
manager
or
Robert Stephenson,
e
Windsor's ranch on the l;pper
cos, is Vi Hanta Fe to spend
holidays.
Charles Norman. blacksmith
for
the American Lumber company at
Ketner, spent yesterday In the city
visiting friends.
iHarry Coddlngton, sheriff of
county and secretary of the
Pacific Light company of Gallup, is
In the city on business.
Walter M. Taber, manager of the
Glorleta Mercantile and Live Stock
company at Olorleta, was in Hanta
Fe Thursday on business.
Prof. J. A. Wood, superintendent
of the cliy schools of 'Santa Fe. has
been confined to his home the past
several days on account of sickness.
A. B. Renehan, attorney at taw of
the city
Santa Fe, passed through
last night en route to Las Cruces,
where he is called on official

Or maybe you were disappointed In getting that pair of shoes
or slippers you had counted on and they came handy for yourself.
In eUher case we are anxlour. and able to serve you.
S2.00
1.50
1.15
9.00
1.00
.75

for Men
N'Mt SUlMwr
for Men
Handsome Slioen for Women
Slippers for wram
Painty
Comfortable House Slippers for Women
Shoe and Slippers for Children

Stylish. Mmo

lrcs

to $5.00

to
to

2.00
5.00
4.00
1.50
2.50

to
to
to

TBI

ALL HATS

'

Hon. James Wallace Reynolds has
returned to his home In Santa Fe,
after spending Christmas with Mr.
ar.d Mrs.. Jefferson Reynolds at Lua
Vegas.
H. O. Anderson,
Carrtiozo, su
perintendent of the public schools of
Liuooln county, is attending the terat
ritorial educational . assomation
Santa Fe.
M. R. Chaves, of the mercantile
house of L. Chaves & Co., of Las
by
Mrs.
accompanied
Cruces,
Chaves, are the guest of friends In
this city.
Laz Noble, one of the proprietors
of the Valley Ranch resort on the
Cpper Pecos, is in Santa Fe, for
provisions and other supplies. He will
return home tomorrow.
Governor Curry la suffering with a
severe cold and was unable to attend the educational meeting at Santa Fe yesterday. However, he la reported as much better today.
Fred Oregg, who Is a student at
the New 'Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Is spending his vacation with hi parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William Oregg at Estancia.
IM. H. Wood, of Albuquerque, who
is Interested with his father. Colonel
James A. Wood, in- mining In the
Golden district in South Santa Fe
county, arrived In Santa ' Fe
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DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
Invito roar trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

We

.

5

You don't want to look shabby on Christmas

sKoeooeooo090oooo

DISCOUNT O

PER CENT ON

ALL SUITS AND CLOAKS
CABH OR INSTALLMENT

Complete Line of Ladies' Ready Made Garments,
some Silk Petticoats, Fine Shirt Waists.

Special Shirt Sale
In order to close out all our
broken lines of fine Shirts we
have made the following re- rductions:i

t

,

80 cents

$1.75 Cloett Fine Shirts

$1.25

These will be closed out in a
few days, as they are good

119 South Second

:

CO.

119 West Gold

txoooooooooooo

READ BEFORE

C0E

Jeweler

110

THE JEWELRY LINE
Fine Watch Repairing

South
Second

$4.00
assortment

Mufflers-Go- od

House Slippers Pelt Slippers
$1.50 up
Fancy Suspenders
75c to $2.00

Hand

SIMON STERN
THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

FOR CHRISTMAS

"Paris has struck a new note of
novelty this year-Ithe that pin It
writes the noted au
thority, Grace Margaret Gould. in
the
Woman's Home- Companion.
They' give the FVench touch many
a time: to a hat which would not be
noticed without them. Surely they
are odd) enough to attract attention.
One of the newest Is a little parasol
mad of china and charmingly colored. Tou can buy It, In fact. In
many colors. If you happen to have
purple hat. you will have no trou
ble at all to select a parasol hat pin
to blend with It, for they are shown
In many variations, of the violet and
purp'e tiiftdes. The pin is gilt, and
so are the ribs of the parasol. In
point of sice the fashionable hat pin
grows and grow and one would
have a long and hard search in Pari
If they were looking for a small hat
pin, euch as we all used a few years
Is displaying,"

-

Governor Too 111 to Address
Meeting Largest Attendance On Record.
Kanta Fe, N. M., Dec .27.

HAVE made it the inviolate rule of our business,
WE and
have laid it upon our honor to offer for sale
only such things as are unequivocally the best in most
cases, regardless of price. Many articles, such as table
silver, fine
china, and cut glass, can be
secured of us at about "half what you pay dealers that
carry it as a side line. Suggestive of what we have:

--

hand-painte-

d

.

Fine Haviland China in sets or odd pieces, hand,
painted China,
dinner sets, cut glass,
vases, ornamental lamps, Roger Bros, table silver,
carving sets, chafing dishes, after-dinntea sets,
fine shaving sets, cutlery, scissors, guns, revolvers,
all kinds of mechanics' tools in sets.
semi-porcela-

in

er

1

Buy your wife a "Majestic" Range
None Better

s

.

....

i

Wagner Hardware Co
321-32- 3

West Central

WE GUARANTEE
Full 2,000 Potmds

he

In

alevery tori of coal leaving our yard, and
ways made this guarantee. The- following ad, or one
similar to it appeared for years in both our daily pa- -

per.

2,000

"

Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.

We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully say that short weight was ever jiven to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
I31occ, Crested Butte Ilard Coal, Furnace, Stove
Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and

and-Nut- .

Cote.
JOHN S. BEAVEN

502

South First

acai

mmmmmmimm
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THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY YOUR

HMRB WARE

w-4-

EVERYTHING IN

to 35c

IN SAY PARIS

00

values.

E L WASHBURN

nice line at

Suits-- A

15

LATEST DRESS FADS

for-the-

50 cents

With two collars to match

$1.25 Monarch Shirts......

Boys

1

;

I 75 cent Shirts, neat patterns

als

Sweaters and

CALL AND SEE OUR NEW STORE
PAPERS

Handkerchiefs-Initi-

.

Large Desirable Assortment. Must Go Be
fore January 1st

-

00000OeoeO0CWOOttO

$1.75 to $4.50
25c to $1.25
25c to $2.00

25 per cent Discount
on Smoking Jackets

SIS WEST CENTRAL

he-wa-

Will call for your Clothes, clean and press them up in first
class shape, and deliver them when done. j

$3.50 to $12.00
$3.50 to $9.00

Company

'

Montezuma Cleaning
and Pressing Company

Smoking Jackets
Bath Robes -Fancy Vests
Fancy Hosiery
Neckwear

Americao Cloak

NSTRUCTIVE

?

LenselGrisilni Don or Premises

(Spe
cial.) The attendance of the second
day of the Territorial .uaucatiomu
association, which is in session at
rec
Santa Fe, 'breaks all previous
are present,
ords. More teachers
and
more schoeht are represented
more enthusiasm Is being displayed ago.
any
former meeting.
than at
Many of the high novelty hat pins
The paper read thua far have n the
form of a large Kilt or silver
been on live subjects and Intensely ball have
a surprisingly novel feanterestlng .' and the addresses in ture. They are
known as the perfume
structive.
hat pins. The upper part of the bill
rrhe nrorram of the first day of
perforated, and through the little
the meeting' was broken some by holes one detects a perfume.
'Simplicity in hair dressing
the absence 6f Oounor Curry, who
out
was expected to address the meet of date. Puffs and then, more puff
manager ing
R. . W. Priest, business
accoQld'
on
present
top
be
not
rule,
s
but
It
the
to
and
all. the most
for Joseph M. Guile's "Red fath- - count of Illness.
elaborate of hair ornaments are used
r " whinh- will ainnMr At thfl Klk
are
they
If
chosen
wisdom, so
with
delivered
of
welcome
address
The
I opera house
New Year's afternoon
Judge John R. MoFie was a tri tli at they are sure to be becoming,
and evening has been In town the by
very
they
really
to one's
much
add
bute to Santa Fe and the teachers appearance.
past few days on business.
the association. He gave the
(Mrs. H. W. Warner, of Santa Fe, and
Bunches of gold grapes are used
of
warmest
kind
Is entertaining her son. H. A. Hart, association the
welcome and told the teachers that In making very pretty head dresses.
of Willard, general manager of the as
Oftentimes
the wired band on which
concerned Santa
"as
Sunahlne Valley Public Utilities com Fe far
was theirs. Coming down to they are mounted Is covered with a
pany. which is operating telephone practical
things. Judge McFle told twtst of 4ulle exactly matching the
exchanges at Willard and Estancia.
n color. Or the band may be
teachers' some good hard facta gown
braided or plain with an emAttorney General J. M. Hervey, the
about education and gave a short gold
of Santa Fe, la In Roawell, where he historic speech of the growth of the broidered design worked upon It. At
the sides the grapes are caught with
la spending the holidays with
ni schools of New Mexico.
fastened toward
family. He will return to Santa Fa
an example he said that In one bunch always grapes
For
back. Green
with a silabout January 7, accompanied Dy his 1890, the city of Santa Fe did not the
very tinge are also used, and a very
family, who will make their nome own Si worth of school property.
dress to
there.
Now It Is in the possession of smart and unusual head
with a purple or violet gown
Professor R. R. Larkln. auperln thousands of dollars worth of prop wear
Is
a
of
made
band
of gold
braided
very
a
best kind of
tendem of the public schools of Kast erly and has the
cord and purple velvet, with the
Las Vegas, and president of the Mew school system.
grapes
deep
purple
themselves
In
Judge McFle said that education
la
Mtrxico Educational
association,
presiding over the sessions of the ter and Irrigation were the two greetent color.
Gold roses are also used to Die- in the growth of New Mex
ritorial society which convened at Im torsJudge
advantage In the hair. It's
ico.
McFle Is a warm sup aturesque
Santa Fe yesterday afternoon
fetching
fad to have the gir
Air. and Mrs. James G. McMary. rorter of the Agricultural college at dle of one'slittle
evening gown fastened
the ad at the back with
of Kl Paso, were in tie cliy last Las Crucest He said that so
a gold rose and a
rapid
evening returning to El Paso from vancement ,lelng made was
drooping bud or two, and then
to
Las Vega where they spent Christ that the report of the superintendent
war
the
hair
in
f public instruction made two years gold or black velveta band- a ofgoldeither
was formerly
mas. Mr, McNary
rose
with
ago
now
entirely
was
out of date.
owner of the Las Vegas Optlo, but
a few leave caught at each side.
The annual address of K. K. Lar and"Every
is now in the banking business.
woman Is carrying a bag
kln. of Lus Veaas. president of the these
.Prof. W. 1. sterling, superintend
days. A French novelty is
of
was another feature
ent of the public schools at Albu association, program.
known as the frog bag. It is made
querque, and Prof. A. B. Stroup, su- yesterday's
gray suede wlth a frogskin applied
The Albuquerque high school glee of
perintendent of schools of Bernalillo
to it.. The skin Is most realistic
county, were members of the dele club, which is attending the meetand
in a shade Just a tint
gation that arrived In Santa Fa to ing, rendered several selections and looking
lighter than the suede used for the
made a bli - hit with the educators.
attend the educational meeting.
bag
Bernalillo- county has the largest
Captain and Mrs. W. C. Retd. Mr
Albuquerque
teach
and Mr. J. M. Reld. Capt. Rqld's representation.
S.VrVHlKWS SI'IOCIAL S.U.F..
parents, and Miss Ksther Hodgson, err being very much In evidence.
Cod fish, per pound brick...... 11c
exceeding
delegates
been
have
The
Mrs. W. C. Reld'a sister, were
the
10c
guests of Mr and Mrs. R. C. Reld, o ly busy attending meetings and filling ltV4c grade of salmon
c
A large num- Large cans of milk
Clovls, on the
for social engagements.
Belen cut-of- f.
z
pkgs
rettljohn's
ar
events
food
been
26e
had
breakfast
Christmas.
R. C. Reld was former ber of wlnl
,
ranged
ly attorney Reneral.
25c
entertainment of the 83 two lb cans of tomatoes
ten cent cans of sardines
pedagogues. A large reception
25c
Mlsa Jenlllee Hedrlck. the llttl
pkg of soda
black-eye- d
7o
Texan of Amarlllo, who being glvea In honor of the visiting 31 lbs
.
washing
lbs
of
soda
In
10c
audi
teachers
the
spent a pleasant summer here and
this afternoon
nome
or
1 bottle of
building.
l
high
among
school
mustard.
of
torlum
the
quite
an
became
attraction
and 1 bottle of pickles 25c
the younKer social set. arrived in Al The election of officers will take 1 catsup
lb pkg of Currants
Ho
Duquerque tnis morning ana win place tomorrow.
liUo cans of Jam
10c
spend her holiday vacation with her
scouring soap .
b0
sister and her many friends here.
we
nave
a
will
choice lot of
Ormsby McHarg and Peyton Gor DECREE IN GALLUP
geese,
turkeys,
dressed
duck
and
don. of Santa Fe, special assistants
rnickens on sale next Monday and
to Attorney General Bonaparte, have
iT.'esaay.
gone to Phoenix, Arts., to appear a
COAL MINE CASE
THK MAZE.
aiulHtant counsel for the governmen
Win. K1KKK, Proprietor.
In arguing demurrers filed by the de
fendants recently Indicted by th
federal district court of Globe, on
Judge Abbott yesterday afternoon
charKes of perjury and subornation Issued
a lengthy decree in the case
of perjury In conectlon with alleged
Kennedy and the Union
coal land fraud In northern New of John
company,
Coal
and the Gallup Coal
Mexico.
company
which he
of Gallup, In
Col. James A. Wood, who Is well merges
the several cases, which Inknewn in Hanta Fe county mlnln
property
near
volve
certain coal
circles and who for several years Gallup,a into
on case,
was manaxer of the Gold Bulllo
.Kennedy la charged to deposit $1,-0Mining company In the Golden dis
with the clerk of the court, upon
trict, left Santa Fe Wednesday for which
a title to the
San Pedro district, where In a few propertyhe will be given
Involved protected by the
days he will start work on a number
Th deed are then to be
of placer claims and will put Into coiirt.
delivered to the company desiring to
active service the separator and ma purchase
the property and to treat
chltiery for working the machinery
with Kenedy as the party delivering
used lart year.
the deeds, the Gallup Coal company,
Superintendent of Schools C
Is composed of Albuquerque
Fisher, of Colfax county. Is In at which carrying
out its former agreemen.
tendance At ihe educational meetin
of purchase. Maynard Gunsul,
at Santa Fe. Other here are: Mark ment was
named as a defendant in
who
Ht. well, of Roswell,
superlntenden
case, is dismissed.
f schools of Chaves county:
Jesus thi'Kennedy
the
held note against
C. Sane hex, of Tome, superintendent
propfcrty, which the Union Coal comor schools or Valencia county; t'ro
to
endeavoring
pany
to
the
sell
rViHor Luther Fouler, president, an
Coal company. Ha set forth
Prof J. J Vernon and P. E. McClena Gallup
to the court that the
hsn, members of the faculty of th In a petition
being made to defraud him
New Mexico College of Agriculture deal was
rights,
and asked for an
of his
and Mechanic Arts.
agalnot the sale of the
FOR SALE Four lot on Coal, be Bicperly. .,
,
teen Second and Third. Correct
are
DeWitt' Httie Early ' Riser
lota
face. Cheap at 12,000. Also
plil made. Sold by J, 11.
en Iead between
Second and the bG'RleUy.,
M.
$2,000.
f
SUmm,
,
P.
Third, ir
.
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'
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Holiday Goods

v"

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

,,

MISS LUTZ

v'vj

:The:

.f

UNTIL XMAS

yon dotlro
Cent'I
Wbon
. Abtoluto
.
- .
rt

MOSiuth Second St.

Pe-th-

Mc-Klnl-

as

O

PA RAG RAP ItS
1T4 )WKT RAILROAD AYQ

'

7, 1M7.

4

PERSONAL,

r

ITUDAY, PKCKMBKlt

Ranch Supplies, Harness and Saddlery

.

'

WE AIM TO PLEASE.

-t

"

,

'

PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

,

1

